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Fans rush Riggs as Clemson wins 
BRIAN SCHNEIDER,Mil 
The men's soccer team advanced to the final four championship with Friday's win over the Creighton 
Blue Jays. Senior Charlie Roberts scored the winning goal with 39 seconds remaining in the game, bring- 
ing the score to 1-0. Clemson will take on No. 2 seed New Mexico tonight in the semi-finals to advance 
to the championship game Sunday. Both games will be held in Cary, N.C.  Story page Bl 
Senior wins fantasy football twice 
Michael Hawkins travels to New York 
City today courtesy ofEA Sports. 
LAURA BAYNE 
Staff Writer 
As he travels to New York City for the 
EA Sports NCAA Football Challenge Finals, 
senior Michael "Hawk" Hawkins will get his 
second once-in-a-lifetime chance. 
The EA Sports NCAA Football Challenge 
finals await Hawkins who will play in Times 
Square for the Championship. 
Hawkins, Clemson's defending 2004 NCAA 
Football champion, placed second in last 
year's national finals in Las Vegas, so he is 
excited about this year's competition. 
"I'm really looking forward to playing in 
the tournament," Hawkins said. "I came up 
one game short last year of winning it all, so 
I'm definitely looking forward to a second 
chance. 
I'm also looking forward to seeing every- 
thing in New York for the first time. There's 
a lot to see in a short amount of time, but I'm 
sure it will be a great experience," he said. 
Clemson students came out to play in the 
tournament held in Hendrix Student Center 
on Nov. 17. 
The competition was sponsored by 
ClemsonLIVE. 
Because Hawkins was the defending cham- 
pion, one of EA Sports' producers emailed 
him in July to let him know that they were 
coming back to Clemson this year. 
He registered online through EA Sports' 
website to be sure he could get a spot in this 
year s tournament. 
With his team, the Texas Longhorns, and 
his quarterback, Vince Young, Hawkins com- 
pleted 17 rushing attempts for 253 yards in 
the November competition, played on XBox. 
Hawkins' 41-14 lead in the championship 
game fueled freshman Garrett Ruth to quit 15 
seconds into the second half. 
For Hawkins, the NCAA Football Challenge 
is  a family affair.  His wife  Beth Hawkins 
made it to the third round of competition, 
falling just shy of making it to the playoffs in 
Clemson's regional championship. 
Michael's brother-in-law, freshman Brant 
Werts, gave him an XBox as a wedding gift 
in August so he could practice for the tourna- 
ment. 
EA Sports is flying Hawkins and his wife 
SEE XBOX, PAGE A3 
GAMEDAY: Hawkins won the regional competition with his fantasy team, the Texas Longhorns. 
SPORTS 
The Clemson men's basketball team 
stayed undefeated (7-0) with victories 
over South Carolina and Wofford, B7 
WEATHER 
FRIDAY: Mostly Sunny 
Students 
tie one 
for safety 
Ribbons were given out 
Tuesday, promoting safe 
driving in the community. 
ERIN EVANS 
Staff Writer 
December 6, 2005 is a day that 
will be remembered by many 
around the Clemson community. 
Mayor Larry Abernathy declared 
this date as the official "Tie One 
On" day in Clemson. 
The day was officially kicked 
off with the "Donut Drink and 
Drive Breakfast" held on campus 
at Redfern Health Center. The 
breakfast also celebrated the 25th 
anniversary of MADD (Mothers 
Against Drunk Driving). 
Numerous representatives 
from Clemson University and 
the surrounding areas such as the 
Greenville chapter of MADD, 
representatives from the Daniel 
High School chapter of SADD 
(Students Against Destructive 
Decisions), Clemson Community 
Police Department, Clemson Area 
Transit, the Peer Health Educator 
Class, Anderson Alternative 
School and the Clemson 
Community Coalition were all in 
attendance to celebrate the 25th 
anniversary of MADD and help 
kick-off Clemson's first "Tie On 
One" day. 
MADD initially coined the 
name "Tie One On" playing off 
the phrase's euphemism for getting 
drunk. Kathy Cauthen, a mem- 
ber of the Clemson Community 
Coalition and employee special- 
izing in alcohol awareness at the 
Redfern Health Education Office, 
explained, "Today someone might 
say, 'I'm going to get trashed,' but 
a few generations ago they used to 
say, 'I'm going to go tie one on.'" 
Cauthen hosted the breakfast in 
Redfern. 
"Our hope is that this event 
is the beginning of a collabora- 
tion of the Clemson community," 
Cauthen said. "Tie One On is not 
only awareness for the event, but 
it brings people together. 
We can work on safety together 
not just on campus but as an out- 
reach to the community in saving 
one more person." 
Terry Taylor, the Community 
Action Site Leader for the 
Greenville chapter of MADD and 
graduate of Clemson University, 
believes that this event helps to 
reinforce the choices that people 
make. 
"I think this is about making 
smart choices, and MADD is all 
about those choices. 
When I work with middle and 
high school kids, I try to tell them 
to make their decisions before 
they get into the situation," Taylor 
said. 
Students from the Peer Health 
SEE TIE, PAGE A3 
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NationalView 
Abusive father wants a say 
A man accused of beating his stepdaughter tried Tuesday 
to convince skeptical justices on the state's highest court 
that he should have a say in whether the comatose 11 - 
year-old is removed from life support. Jason Strickland, 
who could face a murder charge if Haleigh Poutre dies, 
wants the seven-member Supreme Judicial Court to 
overturn a juvenile court judge's decision that he has no 
parental rights over the girl, who is now in state custody. 
"Without intervention from this court, this child will 
die," said John Egan, one of Strickland's lawyers. Poutre 
was hospitalized in September with severe brain injuries. 
Police say she had been beaten by Strickland and his 
wife, Holli. Less than two weeks after the couple was 
charged, Holli Strickland — the girl's aunt and adoptive 
mother — was found dead beside her grandmother in a 
possible murder-suicide. A juvenile court judge granted 
a request from the state Department of Social Services in 
September to disconnect Haleigh's ventilator and feeding 
tube. Jason Strickland, a 31-year-old auto mechanic, is 
trying to fight that ruling by arguing that he should be 
designated the girl's de facto parent because he lived 
with her for four years. But that argument didn't fly with 
some of the justices. "That's not going to do it," Chief 
Justice Margaret Marshall said, saying the stepfather 
has no legal standing in the case. Justice John Greaney 
expressed concern about putting the girl in the custody 
of her alleged abuser. The justices did not indicate when 
they would issue a ruling. Strickland's lawyers say the 
GlobalPerspective 
Professor accused of leading terrorist group 
In a defeat for federal prosecutors, a former Florida pro- 
fessor accused of helping lead a terrorist group that has 
carried out suicide bombings against Israel was acquitted 
on nearly half the charges against him Tuesday, and the 
jury deadlocked on the rest. The case against Sami Al- 
Arian, 47, had been seen as one of the biggest courtroom 
tests yet of the Patriot Act's expanded search-and-sur- 
veillance powers. After a five-month trial and 13 days of 
deliberations, the jury acquitted Al-Arian of eight of the 
17 counts against him, including a key charge of con- 
spiring to maim and murder people overseas. The jurors 
deadlocked on the others, including charges he aided 
terrorists. Al-Arian, a former University of South Florida 
computer engineering professor, wept after the verdicts, 
and his attorney, Linda Moreno hugged him. He will re- 
turn to jail until prosecutors decide whether to retry him 
on the deadlocked charges. Two co-defendants, Sameeh 
Hammoudeh and Ghassan Zayed Ballut, were acquitted 
of all charges. A third, Hatem Naji Fariz, was found not 
guilty on 25 counts, and jurors deadlocked on the re- 
maining eight. The case was built on hundreds of docu- 
ments, including financial records, papers seized from 
the defendants' homes and offices and their own words 
on video. The jury also heard from the father of Alisa 
Flatow, a New Jersey student killed in a 1995 bus bomb- 
ing carried out by the terrorist group in Gaza. Five others 
indicted in the case, including Al-Arian's brother-in-law, 
have not been arrested. The brother-in-law was deported 
in 2002, and the others also are out of the country. 
NewsByNumbers 
29.5 
largest shoe size on a living person 
20.1 
net worth, in billions, of the world's richest bachelor 
2,479 
world's largest roller coaster, in meters 
Dane Richards 
Forward for Men's Soccer 
Jenny Mason: What win has meant the    DR: I need a NCAA championship ring 
most for you or the team? and go home to my family. 
Dane Richards: The one that took us to   JM: If you could play for any pro team, 
the Final Four because the last time was    which would it be? 
in 1987. 
DR: Arsenal. 
JM: If you could kiss anyone under the 
mistletoe this year, who would it be? JM: Cooper library was named the best 
place to hook up on campus ... true or 
DR: I would kiss Laura Casey. She is a   false? 
friend. 
DR: True. 
JM: What do you want for Christmas? 
Junior faces 
conviction 
JENNY MASON 
News Editor 
A Clemson student is facing third degree sexual 
conduct charges, which constitutes a felony, after an 
incident that reportedly took place in his dorm room. 
Justin Wallace Whitaker, 20, is a junior majoring in 
construction science and management from Sumter, 
S.C. After a warrant was issued for his arrest on Dec. 
1, he turned himself in to police on Dec. 2 and was 
placed under custody. He was later released on a 
$10,000 recognizance bond. 
The victim is also a Clemson University student. 
Wallace has been placed on interim suspension 
and will not be allowed back on campus pending the 
verdict in his judicial proceedings. 
"This is a serious matter and is being handled 
through appropriate state legal processes and the 
University Office of Student Conduct," said Joy 
Smith, associate vice president for student affairs and 
dean of students. 
Student hurt 
JENNY MASON 
News Editor 
A Clemson sophomore is recovering after an acci- 
dent on campus Tuesday evening. 
According to police reports, Justin Scott Tipton, 
19, a special education major from Greer, S.C, was 
crossing Cherry Road at the crosswalk around 6 
p.m. when he was hit by a Honda headed away from 
Bryan Mall Road towards Hwy. 93. 
Audra Marie Tessnear, 20, a freshman biological 
sciences major from Pacolet Mills, S.C, was behind 
the wheel of the Honda and was not exceeding the 
speed limit of 15 mph, according to the report. 
Witnesses, however, report seeing the car speeding. 
According to Austin Hubbard, Tipton's roommate, 
Tessnear was driving without her headlights on and 
left the scene of the accident before the police 
arrived. 
Hubbard also said Tipton is being treated for a 
shattered kneecap, broken collarbone and shoulder, 
and has received stitches. 
Both the CUPD and Tessnear were unavailable for 
comment. 
Annual conference brings 
new ideas for diversity 
Clemson University 
conference to address 
minority recruitment. 
LATRICE LARY 
Assistant News Editor 
Clemson University will host 
its Fourth National Conference on 
Best Practices in Black Student 
Achievement Jan. 22 through 24, 
at the Madren Conference Center 
and Inn. 
"This is where people can come 
and talk about a programs at their 
university that works, and they 
have data to back it up," said 
Cathy Sams, chief public affairs 
officer at Clemson and program 
coordinator. 
College presidents, administra- 
tors, admission officers, student 
affairs directors and multicultural 
affairs faculty from around the 
country will participate in the 
conference which is designed to 
showcase proven programs that 
help institutions recruit, retain 
and graduate black students. 
"Clemson has gained national 
attention for its programs 
designed to enhance recruitment 
and retention," said Sams. 
"A national conference such as 
this provides a forum for Clemson 
leaders to share ideas and learn 
about the best practices in place 
at other institutions, she said." 
The first conference was held 
in   2003    in   conjunction   with 
Clemson University's commemo- 
ration of the 40th anniversary of 
its desegregation. 
"While we were planning 
events for that anniversary, there 
was some discussion about doing 
something to address more cur- 
rent issues related to experience 
of African Americans at Clemson 
University and other institutions," 
said Sams. 
Frank Matthews, a Clemson 
alumni and publisher of Diverse 
Issues in Higher Education (a 
national journal that has focused 
on minority concerns, affirmative 
action and diversity issues) made 
the suggestion that Clemson 
University should host some type 
of academic conference on what 
the current issues are regarding 
efforts to increase diversity and 
the success rates among African 
American students. 
"It has been very successful 
and we've had some outstanding 
speakers," said Sams. "We drew 
in about 200 hundred people the 
first year." 
The conference has become so 
popular now that speakers contact 
Clemson and inquire about want- 
ing to present at the conference 
instead of Clemson contacting 
speakers. 
"The ideas presented at these 
conferences are not theories; these 
are programs that have worked at 
other institutions," said Sams. 
Many  of the  speakers  at  the 
conference come from predomi- 
nantly white schools, but the con- 
ference is by no means limited to 
those individuals. 
"I think that both schools (pre- 
dominantly white and black) have 
unique situations that they are 
dealing with," said Sams. 
New to the conference this year 
is "Media Coverage of Diversity 
and Affirmative Action in Higher 
Education," a media panel dis- 
cussion that will feature report- 
ers from the Chronicle of Higher 
Education. 
A freelance writer and for- 
mer correspondent for Ebony 
Magazine also will take part in 
the conference. The media panel 
is scheduled for Jan. 23 at 12: 
30 p.m. 
President Jim Barker and pro- 
vost Dori Helms have attended 
conferences in addition to having 
helped finance the program. 
A preconference workshop 
will be held on Sunday, Jan. 
22. "Generating Funding for 
Diversity Programs" will run 
from 1 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in the 
BellSouth Auditorium at the 
Madren Center. 
Conference sessions will run all 
day on Jan. 23 and will cover top- 
ics such as recruitment, retention 
and funding. 
Morning sessions on Jan. 24 
will feature presentations and 
discussions on creating a campus 
environment for diversity. 
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TIE FROM PAGE A1 
PARVIN LEWIS/cuntribuling photographer 
TIE ONE ON: Volunteers started tyeing ribbons on cars Tuesday. The goal was to hand out 4,000 ribbons. 
Educator class were also at the 
breakfast to help kick-off the 
25th anniversary of MADD and 
"Tie One On." 
"I think it is really important 
that we remind students over the 
holidays to make a special effort 
to be careful while driving," 
said Katherine Davis, a junior at 
Clemson and student in the Peer 
Health Educator class. 
The Peer Health Educator 
class allows students to partici- 
pate in several events throughout 
the semester that promote health 
and safety. 
Jennifer Goree, a Clemson 
University faculty member, 
teaches the class. 
"We participate in events such 
as making the freshmen Welcome 
Back kits, relationship violence 
awareness, alcohol free tailgating 
events during Alcohol Awareness 
Week, Smoke the Campus Field 
Day, Great American Smoke 
Out, World AIDS Day and now 
Tie One On," said Goree. 
"I think that the way events 
like Tie One On always work 
is if students know that other 
students are involved. If your 
friends are involved, then you'll 
get some change. It's not just 
tying a ribbon on a car," said 
Goree. 
ADvA FROM PAGE A1 
out of Greenville today to the 
Big Apple. 
Hawkins and 15 others will 
play in the single-elimination 
finals tournament at the ESPN 
Zone in Time Square this eve- 
ning. 
The grand prize is $10,000 
and a seat at both the Heisman 
Trophy award ceremony and 
banquet. 
The Heisman Trophy award 
ceremony will be broadcast live 
on ESPN. 
"The Heisman award presen- 
tation is almost as good as win- 
ning the $10K," Hawkins said. 
But, this is not to say that 
Hawkins would not appreciate 
winning $10,000. 
"If I win then I will spend 
very little of what I win. My 
wife and I are trying to save up 
for a future house, cars, etc., so 
$10,000 would definitely help 
out," Hawkins said. 
Last year Hawkins lost the 
final championship game to 
Jesse Hanninen, who with 
his electronic Florida State 
Seminoles beat Hawkins 25-6. 
Hanninen will be returning to 
defend his title Friday. 
"I hope to meet up with Jesse 
again. Things will be different 
this time," Hawkins said. 
Good 
luck on 
Exams!!! 
Robbery 
suspect 
missing 
Unidentified man robs 
amortage company with a 
shotgun, then flees the scene. 
NAYLOR BROWNELL 
Editor in Chief 
On Tuesday, Dec. 6, a man 
smelling of oil and gaso- 
line robbed the First Franklin 
Financial Mortgage Company on 
College Avenue, brandishing a 
handgun and a sawed-off shot- 
gun. The suspect, a white male of 
average height, is believed to be 
connected to a pair of other rob- 
beries in Anderson County, said 
the Anderson County Sheriff's 
Department. 
According to employee Elaine 
Bagwell, in an interview with 
WYFF the suspect put a "device" 
on her counter and said that if 
he heard anything on the police 
scanner before he got three miles 
away, he would set off the bomb. 
After Tuesday, the employees 
of First Franklin were forbidden 
to talk to the press. 
According to news reports, the 
Anderson County Bomb Squad 
determined the "device" was 
actually filled with sand. 
The suspect fled the scene into 
the woods near the building. He 
was believed to have driven a 
faded red Chrysler, dating from 
the early 1990s. 
According to WYFF News, the 
Chrysler may be a LeBaron. 
As of Wednesday, the police 
department indicated there had 
been no further developments. 
WEEKLY       
ONE 
ONE 
nwitha • Parki Servic< ns 
All faculty, staff, and students are required by policy 
to have a current parking permit displayed in/on their 
vehicle. 
Regulations for parking veliicles at Clemson University are enforced 24/7. 
Everyone is responsible for obeying Parking and Traffic regulations. 
Regulation 27-3000.2 states, "These regulations apply to the drivers, owners or registrants 
of all motor veliicles on the Clemson University campus and are enforced twenty-lOUT 
hours a day, every day of the calendar year, unless otherwise provided in these 
regulations. The person registering the vehicle, (or for unregistered veliicles, the owner), is 
responsible for all citations issued against the vehicle." 
Regulation 27-3001.3 states, "Vehicles parked in spaces reserved for individuals 
with disabilities are required to prominently display a valid disability 
access parking placard or license plate, issued by a State Highway Department. 
In addition to spaces specifically reserved for disability access, any vehicle displaying a valid 
disability access permit may park in an employee, student, or timed parking space. 
(MUST park in a marked space) "A current University decal or parking permit 
is required in addition to a disability access parking placard when 
parked in accessible parking spaces for students, faculty, and staff." 
Reminder- parking citations turned over on November 11th. 
Unpaid citations diat turned over are due in die Bursar's Office. 
All citations received since then are due in the Parking 
Services Office. Also, not every citation that was written prior to November 11th turned 
over- those that didn't are payable in Parking Services and are now past due. 
Avoid Tickets, Park Stress Free, 
www.stuaff.clemson.edu/parking/ 
BARKERism...       "A united Clemson is unstoppable. "April 2. 2000 
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Fraternity 
LAURA EVANS 
Staff Writer 
Clemson University's Eta Psi 
chapter of Sigma Chi won the title 
of best fraternity on campus for the 
second consecutive year in a row. 
Ninety-six members strong, Sigma 
Chi has grown to become one of the 
most distinguished and influential 
Greek organizations on campus. 
"One thing that I've really tried 
to do as President is to make sure 
that   Sigma   Chi   is   represented 
O O 
in as many events on campus as 
possible," said Sigma Chi Consul, 
Thomas Cater. "We really want to 
give back to the Clemson commu- 
nity, and in the process, give back 
to other groups on campus." 
Each fall semester the brothers 
of Sigma Chi work hard to raise 
money for the Children's Miracle 
Network through their yearly phi- 
lanthropy event Derby Days, which 
raised 18,000 dollars during this 
year alone. 
"Through the hard work and ded- 
ication of our Executive Committee 
and the individual efforts of our 
brothers, we have become a highly 
respectable organization," said 
Todd Miller, senior and member of 
Sigma Chi. 
The brothers of Sigma Chi 
were both honored and pleased to 
be voted best fraternity on cam- 
pus by the students of Clemson 
University. 
"I couldn't be more proud and 
honored to be the leader of such a 
good group of guys," said Cater. 
"We would like to thank Clemson 
University for voting for us and 
rewarding us for all of our efforts 
over the past years," said Miller. 
Off-Campus Housing 
JENNY MASON 
News Editor 
Students looking to live outside the reach of Clemson 
University's housing contracts might find a home at 
University Village, this year's pick for Best Place to 
live off-campus. University Village, located four miles 
from campus down Hwy. 93, offers many amenities 
to help students feel at home. From the pool to the 
computer lab, the volleyball court to the tanning bed, 
students at the Village enjoy many features at their fin- 
gertips. Heather Creel, a junior majoring in elementary 
education, lives at the Village and likes the personable 
management. 
"Before I even signed a lease they remembered my 
name and who I was living with," she said. She also 
notes the prompt response of the maintenance staff. 
"We've had to call them a number of times," she said. 
"They usually come right away." 
Following University Village, Hart's Cove and the 
Woodlands filled out the top three best places off-cam- 
pus to live. Hart's Cove is located off Hwy. 123 and the 
Woodlands, Clemson's newest apartment complex, is 
located on Hwy. 93. 
In the survey, students also wrote in where not to 
live off-campus. One student warned against living in 
anything owned by Advantage Property Management. 
Advantage manages, among others, the Creekside, 
University Place and Daniel Square complexes. Another 
student voted to live "anywhere but Berkley Place 
because Berkley Place sucks." 
JULIE LEDBETTER 
Associate Editor 
Finding the right place to get 
your hair cut while you are away 
from home can be tough. But 
this year the majority of students 
voted Great Clips as the best place 
to get your hair cut. 
Great Clips has been in 
Clemson for four and half years 
and is located on Old Greenville 
Highway in the Bi-Lo shopping 
center. 
Manager Libby Clardy said the 
sweet and professional stylists are 
what makes Great Clips unique. 
She said a lot of students come 
in to get their hair cut, and she 
believes it is because of the con- 
venience and quality. 
Voted second this year was last 
year's No. 1 pick, Hair South. 
Clemson House was voted third 
place, although one student's vote 
said, "Clemson House, but even 
that is terrible!" 
1 he Best... 
Professor and Lecturer 
'W* 
LAURA EVANS 
TIFFANY VOSS 
Staff Writers 
Students voted on two categories for Best Professor 
on campus this year: Best Professor/Assistant Professor 
and Best Lecturer. David Woodard and Chris Hopkins 
tied for first place for Best Professor. This year's title 
of Best Lecturer goes to Eddie Smith. 
Both Woodard and Hopkins both expressed their 
deep gratitude in receiving this recognition from the 
students at Clemson. "I am so honored that the students 
would consider me a good professor, I think I am just 
fortunate to be doing I job a love with people I can 
help in some small way," said Woodard. "Any award 
from the students is one I treasure, and I am humbled 
to think that they appreciate me." 
Woodard attributes his success to always being pre- 
pared for every class and pushing his "students to find 
abilities they didn't know they had." 
O O 
Hopkins expressed similar sentiments. 
"To feel that my students value what I have to offer 
in the classroom is far and away the greatest compli- 
ment that I could ever receive," said Hopkins, assistant 
marketing professor. "I hope that my students realize 
how much they enrich my life, both personally and 
professionally. My only wish is that I can continue to 
touch their lives as much as they have touched mine." 
Smith is not a stranger to the title of Best Lecturer 
on Campus. He was named Best Lecturer on Campus 
in 2003 and was voted as the Best Professor in 2002 
and 2004. "The success is all based on the quality of 
students I have and the good fortune to have those 
students," said Smith. Smith is known across campus 
for his jovial personality and the lasting friendships he 
builds with his students. 
"(He) makes class entertaining, and there is good 
interaction between him and the students," said 
Caroline Church, sophomore management major. 
Sorority 
JENNY MASON 
News Editor 
For the second year in a row, 
Alpha Delta Pi has been named 
Best Sorority on Clemson's campus. 
Alpha Delta Pi came to Clemson in 
1976, forming the Zeta Nu chapter 
and has been the recipient of numer- 
ous awards, including best soror- 
ity academics and Best Sorority 
in  2004.   Currently  the  Zeta  Nu 
chapter has 204 girls, one of the 
largest Alpha Delta Pi chapters in 
the nation. Members of Alpha Delta 
Pi are involved with many organiza- 
tions around campus, from Student 
Government to the Student Alumni 
Association. According to Alpha 
Delta Pi president Elise Timanus, 
their sense of pride of their soror- 
ity is what makes the organization 
so great. 
Finishing out the top three sorori- 
ties were Kappa Kappa Gamma and 
Zeta Tau Alpha. "Kappa is a very 
diverse group of lively women who 
are respectable, classy and ambi- 
tious," said Laura Young, a Kappa. 
To the sisters, a close sisterhood is 
key in making a good sorority. "Even 
though home is like 1,000 miles 
away, it doesn't seem so far because 
of all my sisters here," said Lauren 
Mickey, a junior psychology major 
and Zeta sister. Zeta Tau Alpha's 
fundraiser, which raises money for 
breast cancer awareness, raises more 
money than any other fundraiser on 
campus, according to Mickey. 
In the 
Campus Arrests _ 
The following were among the arrests made by the Clemson University 
police department between Thurs., Dec.l and Wed., Dec. 7. 
Dec. 3 
1:00 a.m., Patrick Lawson, public disorderly conduct: 
drunk, Benet, officer: Reidenbach 
Crime Report  
The following calls were among those that Clemson University police 
responded to from Wednesday, Nov. 30, and Wednesday, Dec. 7. 
Dec. 1 
5:12 a.m., damage to vehicle, Mell Hall, officer: Cassell 
10:14 a.m, grand larceny, Jervey, officer: Cassell 
3:45 p.m., simple larceny, Lightsey Bridge, officer: Ashley 
4:14 p.m., harassment, campus, officer: Marslof 
Dec. 2 
2:25 a.m., malicious injury, Johnstone, officer: Reidenbach 
10:32 a.m., suspicious activity, campus, officer: Schutt 
4:02 p.m., vandalism, Lever, officer: Reidenbach 
Dec. 3 
4:12 a.m., possession of a fake I.D., Lever, officer: Reidenbach 
5:10 a.m., two minors in possession, Calhoun St., officer: Reidenbach 
Dec. 4 
1:08 a.m., suspicious activity, Benet, officer: Salisbury 
2:59 a.m., grand larceny, Lightsey Bridge, officer: Miller 
Dec. 5 
11:55 a.m., stolen purse, Daniel, officer: Howard 
4:03 p.m., damage to vehicle, P&A, officer: Henriksen 
11:58 p.m., suspicious activity, Sanders, officer: Hughes 
Officer Tracking 
Busha ■^■ 
Cheeks ^ 
Howard   -±-±- 
•jf: 1 arrest 
McAbee 
:5 arrests 
• 
Reidenbach   ^ ^ ^. ^. 
•••• Salisbury 
The 
Billy 
Club 
On Dec. 7, a man was driv- 
ing   slowly   along   College 
Avenue  harassing  bystand- 
ers. After a police officer told 
him to move along, he yelled 
an obscenity out the window. 
The police gave chase and 
arrested him for disorderly 
conduct and failure to stop 
on  command.   His  mother 
refused to post bond but instead washed his mouth 
out with soap and made him go to the corner of his 
cell. 
A complaint was filed that a man's friend had stolen 
his car. The victim had lent the suspect his car so that 
he could go to an ATM in order to pay back another 
debt. According to the report, the man has not been 
going to work, and his wife has not heard from him 
for days. Of course, the suspect can't really be blamed 
for ruining his life because his new (stolen) chariot is 
an '89 Honda Civic. 
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On-Campus Housing 
BILLY THOMSEN 
Staff Writer 
For the second year in a row, students voted Stadium Suites as the best of on-campus 
housing. 
Stadium Suites, which opened its doors four years ago, is still the newest dorm available 
to all students. 
"It still feels new," said Jennifer McDonald, a Suites resident. "If I didn't know better 
I would think that it just opened this year." 
The vast majority of Stadium Suites' 300 residents are upperclassmen.     McDonald 
credits the older residents of Stadium Suites with providing the dorm with a mature and 
reserved feel which is markedly different than that of dorms which primarily house fresh- 
men. 
Any Tiger fan can appreciate one of the biggest advantages of the suites: the skybox- 
like view of Death Valley available from many rooms and common areas. In addition to 
the view, common rooms contain televisions as well as decorative paintings and plants that 
could be found in many hotels. Many residents also note that the suite set-up provides a 
welcome bit of privacy not found in dorms with communal bathrooms. 
Clemson students agree that Stadium Suites is the place to live for students wanting to 
stay on campus.  It provides a high quality housing option in a centralized location. 
JULIE LEDBETTER 
Associate Editor 
Trends come and go, but you can bet that if it is cool, most 
college students know about it. Almost 30 percent of students 
voted Facebook as this year's best fad. 
According to its Web site, The Facebook, launched February 
2004, is "an online directory that connects people through social 
networks at schools." 
It also says that on Facebook you can look up people at your 
school, see how people know each other, and find people in your 
classes and groups. 
If you have ever been on Facebook though, you know that 
does not even begin to explain all that it is. 
"Facebook is a neat way to keep in touch with old friends and 
stalk new ones. Just leave it at that," said Marice McGrady, a 
sophomore business management student and self-proclaimed 
Facebook addict. 
Coming in second place was Rainbow flip flops, with about 
23 percent of the votes. 
"I like Rainbows because they have a lifetime guarantee, you 
can wear them with any outfit and best of all, you can wear them 
all year long," said Cara Nardi, a sophomore finance student. 
Karly Grice a junior secondary education/English student, 
agreed ,saying she enjoys the versatility of Rainbows. 
"I love my rainbows," she said. "I wear them pretty much 
everyday since they match everything, and you can either dress 
them up or down." 
Croakies were voted third place with almost seven percent of 
the votes. 
"Croakies are convenient because they are always around 
your neck so you never lose your sunglasses — day or night," 
said Elise Luthi, a parks, recreation, tourism and management 
student. 
XheRest.. 
Teaching Assistant 
BILLY THOMSEN 
Staff Writer 
No lab TA is the best lab TA, according to Clemson students; write-in votes made 'none' the 
leading vote getter in the Best TA category. Emily Caldwell, a Genetics TA, finished a close sec- 
ond and was the leading vote-getter of actual TAs. 
The first place finish of 'none' likely is not the fault of the TAs. 
"A lot of students just don't like labs, and the TAs probably suffer for it," said Bryan Will, a 
senior biological sciences major. 
Caldwell, a genetics masters student from Roanoke, Va., is in her third semester of teaching the 
ww* • * 
Genetics 301 and 303 labs. Caldwell strives to make the normally dreaded lab periods a positive 
experience for students. 
"I try to make the lab as well-organized as possible so my students spend their time doing 
experiments rather than waiting," said Caldwell. 
Organization is key as slight errors in the complicated procedures can keep students stuck in 
lab waiting for results. 
Caldwell also provides a friendly presence to students in and out of lab. In lab, students appre- 
ciate Caldwell's easy-going personality and respect for students. Outside lab, students say that 
Caldwell is extremely approachable and always willing to help students prepare for tests. 
ajor 
JULIE LEDBETTER 
Associate Editor 
For the third year in a row 
Clemson students chose market- 
ing as the best major on campus. 
Gregory Pickett, professor 
and chair of the Department of 
Marketing, said that marketing 
is a popular major for several 
reasons. 
"We have some of the best pro- 
fessors at the University teaching 
students," he said. "We have cre- 
ated a set of learning experiences 
for students that extend their 
education outside of the class- 
room that are relevant and chal- 
lenging." 
According   to   its   Web   site, 
the Department of Marketing 
is accredited by the American 
Assembly of Collegiate Schools 
of Business. 
Pickett said that the job 
opportunities that are available 
in marketing attract students. 
"Students want to major in a 
discipline that they see offers 
them flexibility in career choices," 
he said. "Whether it is preparing 
students for graduate education or 
work in almost any sector of our 
economy, you will find marketing 
and sales related positions." 
Bethany Ruffner, a junior 
marketing major, said she chose 
marketing because of the benefits 
of the major. 
"I chose the marketing program 
because I knew it would give me 
the opportunity to build on my 
JANUARY 
SPRINGBRfcAK 
SKI SNOUIDORRD PBRTV 
You must be 18 
to consume alcohol 
in Canada 
1 ano 999.ski.9 / SKITRAVELCOMl 
ROUNDTRIP BUS AVAIL. (East Coast USA pick-ups) 
networking skills, gain valuable 
experience and allow me to use 
my creative skills." 
Tying for second this year are 
psychology and communications 
studies. 
"Psychology is a very rewarding 
major," said Natalie Irby, a junior 
psychology student. "The profes- 
sors truly care about you, and it 
shows that they love what they do 
and want to get you involved." 
Tying for third were biological 
sciences and mechanical engi- 
neering. 
Check out Tiger Towne Village 
■ Close to csmpuis. No traffic 
(just past golf course on Old Stone Church Road) 
■ Three bdrms/3 private baths, washer/dryer 
■■     Free High Speed Cable Internet 
-<«i>HM<.fioerfo>iinevilloge.co(0 
Contact Clemson Properties     ■    (864) 654  RENT (7368) 
for information on all 2, 3, and 4 bedroom apartments/houses. 
Wt\t (Jffierrg Christmas ®r££ (Sfarm 
OPEN: Thanksgiving Day Thru Dec. 23 
9 AM - Dark    7 Days a Week 
PHONE: (864) 639-6492 
www.MERRYCHRISTMASTREE.com 
m^mm 
• Eastern White Pine 
• I xyland Cypress 
• Virginia Pine 
• Fraser Fir (Fresh Cut) 
• Eastern Red Cedar 
• Carolina (Blue) Sapphire 
• Clemson Greenspire 
-SAWS PROVIDED - 
MERRY 
CHRISTMAS 
TREE FARM 
Hwy. 1S3 
PICKENS 
Ltj Bridge KcJ 
SENECA 
GREENVILLE 
I CLEMSON Uly ToANDLKSON TAKE ONE — 
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TIGERWANTS 
100 Help Wanted 
200 For Sale 
250 Automotive 
300 For Rent 
350 Roommates 
400 Services 
450 Retail 
500 On Campus 
550 Events 
600 Greek Life 
700 Lost & Found 
800 Misc 
850 Travel 
900 Personals 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. -4:30 p.m. 
)ffice Addre 
315 Hendrix Center 
Clemson, SC 29634 
By Phone: (864) 656-2150 
By Fax: (864) 656-4772 
By E-mail: classified@thetigernews.com 
In Person: 315 Hendrix Center 
3 p.m. Tuesday Students: 
Other: 
25 cents/word 
50 cents/word 
Cash, Check 
(864) 656-2150 • classified@TheTlgerNews.com 
!ia    HELP WANTED 
BARBERITO'S SOUTH- 
WESTERN GRILLE 
is now hiring for their 
Grand Opening 
at their new location on 
Clemson Blvd. in Anderson 
Positions Include: 
Grill Cook 
Cashiers 
Prep 
Great wages and tips! 
Flexible Hours. 
Apply in person or call 
706-207-1555 
Leasing Agent 
Part-Time 
Saturdays a must! 
864-882-4377 
HI] FOR RENT 
Lakehouse For Rent 
2 BR/1 BA 
Remodeled inside. 
Furnished. 2 miles to 
University $675 mo. 
918-6792 
Room w/ private bath 
for rent in Hart's Cove. 
Access to clubhouse 
including gym, tanning bed, 
pool, rec. room w/ pool 
table. 864-908-6347. Email 
afloyd@clemson.edu 
Lake Houses on 
Hartwell for rent. 
Available June. 
Beautifully furnished, 
close to Clemson. Perfect 
for 4-6 roommates. 
12mos/10 mos/ or summer 
only leases available. 
No pets/no smoking. 
Owner/agent 404-579-0961 
2 Br, 1 BA house for rent 
in LaFrance area. 
$500.00 per month. 
Quiet neighborhood; ideal 
for serious students. 
Five miles from campus. 
NO PETS. References and 
security deposit required. 
864-646-5412 or 
864-646-9040 
Sublease Aptmt 
on Lake Hartwell, 
1BR, private bath & 
amenities. $350/month 
+ utilities. 864-202-8157 
House for Rent 
2 bedrooms 
on Lake Hartwell. 
Furnished. $800/month, 
water & gas included. 
706-542-1621 
Happy Trails 
Mobile Home Park 
2 & 3 Units 
Minutes from campus. 
$300-460/month 
324-1133 
ROOMMATES 
SUBLEASER NEEDED!!! 
January- July 
ONE MONTH FREE!! 
Townhouse 2BR, 1.5BA 
Renting 1 BR 
On Catbus Route 
$225/month (negot.) 
864-680-7392 
hbowman@clemson.edu 
Large 11x14 furnished 
Bedroom with Private Bath 
available in quiet townhouse 
behind Valley Walk Apts. 
Entire home fully furnished, 
kitchen fully equipped, w/d. 
Less than 10 minutes 
walking to downtown, 
stadium, library, class and 
gym. Free Internet. Male 
or Female. January though 
August, with first call on 
next year if you choose- 
never have to move again! 
$325/negot. First month 
free! Call Kathryn or Adam 
757-870-2452 
Subleaser Desperately 
Needed. First month 
rent FREE! Must be 
female. NO DOGS. 
704-579-0291 
Subleaser Needed 
Own room w/ bathroom. 
New House. Pets Allowed. 
Washer, Dryer, Dishwasher 
$250/month 
864-986-9215 
BEST OF APARTMENTS 
$250/month (1st free) 
Furnished, W/D 
1/2 mile from campus 
CallJamelynA.S.A.P!! 
(404)219-9856 
Female Subleaser Needed 
for Spring Semester 
Location: Cross Creek 
3 bed/2 bath/kitchen/ 
living area/porch 
Room is already furnished 
but you will have the 
option of bringing your 
own furniture. 
If interested please contact 
me ASAP! 
Kathryn Williams 
(828)446-1981 
Quiet room for rent in 
three bedroom 2 bath house. 
Central heat/air long or short 
lease, washer/dryer, dish- 
washer. 127 Franklin Dr. 
$190 mo. 
224-5648 or 933-5648 
Condo at Hart's Cove 
1 Room Available for 
Spring Semester 2006. 
Fully Furnished. Call Will 
at 828-442-0779 
2 Beef n 
Cheddars 
I 
'Accepting Tiger 
Stripe Cards!* 
864-654-8805 for $4 I 
2 Chicken 
Bacon Swiss 
'    'Accepting Tiger 
Stripe Cards!" 
864-654-8805 for $4 
. ■   .      .   . 
El MISCELLANEOUS 
Ashley's Pet Service 
Don't leave your pets alone! 
We can visit, feed, walk, 
and play with your pets 
and keep them company 
while you are away. 
Call Ashley Kaleto 
864-710-8389 
TRAVEL 
BAHAMAS SRING BREAK 
CELEBRITY CRUISE! 
5 Days From $299! 
Includes Meals, Taxes, 
Entry To Exclusive MTVu 
Events, Beach Parties 
With Celebrities 
As Seen On Real World, 
Road Rules! 
On Campus Reps Needed! 
Promocode:31 
www.SpringBreakTravel.com 
1-800-678-6386 
SPRING BREAKERS 
Book Early and Save 
Lowest Prices 
Hottest Destinations 
BOOK 15 = 2 FREE 
TRIPS OR CASH 
FREE MEALS/PARTIES 
BY 11/7 
Highest Commission 
Best Travel Perks 
www. sunsplashtours. com 
1-800-426-7710 
CANCUN, ACAPULCO, 
JAMAICA! 
From $499! 
Travel With America's 
Largest & Ethics Award 
Winning Spring 
Break Company! 
Fly Scheduled Airlines, 
Free meals, Drinks, Biggest 
Celebrity Parties! 
On-Campus Marketing 
Reps Needed! 
Promo Code: 31 
www.SpringBreakTravel.com 
1-800-678-6386 
Look for The 
Tiger at new 
locations, 
including 
your 
apartment 
and the CAT 
Bus. 
FKEfNANT... 
or think you might be? 
Stop by Birthright 
for a pregnancy test 
that is free, reliable, 
confidential, 
accurate... 
and it only takes 
4 minutes. 
No appointment 
needed. 
WE CARE .. .WE CAN HELP 
Birthright of Clemson 
654-3377 or 1 -800-550-4900 (Hotline) 
105 Wall St. Suite 4 Clemson 
(Behind Eckerd & Bank of America) 
:. 
♦       ♦        ♦ 
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Soccer team advances to Final Four 
Roberts 'header with 39 
seconds to play sends Tigers 
to seventh Final Four. 
JOSH FORT 
Sports Editor 
Longtime men's soccer coach 
Trevor Adair was back in command 
of his Tigers on Friday night after 
a death in his family last week. 
Adair returned to his native coun- 
try of Ireland to attend the funeral 
of his father, missing Clemson's 
1-0 Sweet 16 victory over Notre 
Dame. 
On Friday night once again under 
Adair's tutelage, Clemson defeated 
the Creighton Blue Jays 1-0 in dra- 
matic fashion, en route to making 
their first return to the Final Four 
of the NCAA men's soccer tourna- 
ment since 1987. That was also 
the last year that the Tigers won a 
National Championship in soccer. 
After the win, Adair had this to 
say: "The guys promised me while 
I was gone that they were going to 
make it to the Final Four. I can't put 
into words what this means to our 
program." 
Charlie Roberts, a senior for- 
ward from Lawrenceville, Ga.., 
scored the game-winning goal 
with just 39 seconds remaining in 
the match. Roberts headed the ball 
in off of a 45 yard free kick from 
ACC Defensive Player of the Year 
Nathan Sturgis. 
Roberts, who transferred to 
Clemson from Coastal Carolina in 
2002, has not seen much action in 
his Tiger career due to injury. He 
TOW HAMILTON Mall 
PROMISE FULFILLED: Head Coach Trevor Adair goes up to cut down apart 
of the goal after the Tigers' 1-0 victory over Creighton in the Elite Eight. 
has endured a torn ACL, torn MCL 
and a hamstring injury but made his 
last game at Historic Riggs Field 
count on Friday, scoring the game- 
winner when the Tigers needed 
him most. This was only the ninth 
match that Roberts had participated 
in for Clemson this season. 
As evidenced by the score, the 
game was mostly a defensive battle. 
Clemson goal keeper Phil Marfuggi 
recorded not just his fourth NCAA 
Tournament shutout, but his fourth 
consecutive shutout in the tourna- 
ment. He is the first goalkeeper in 
Tiger history to  accomplish that 
feat. Creighton goalie Matt Allen 
had four saves on the Tigers' 17 
shots. 
The Clemson faithful showed 
their appreciation for their Tigers 
as a sell-out crowd of 6,680 fans 
filled the stands of Riggs Field. 
That is the second largest crowd in 
Clemson soccer history. The crowd 
made their presence felt, cheering 
loudly throughout the game, espe- 
cially when the Tigers netted the 
game-winner. 
In true Clemson gentleman fash- 
ion, Adair paid Tiger fans tailgating 
outside of the soon to be demol- 
ished Methodist Church a visit 
thanking them for their support. 
The Tigers visit to the Final 
Four will be their seventh overall 
in men's soccer and the first since 
their 1987 championship. Clemson 
won the National Championship in 
both 1984 and 1987. 
Clemson will now travel to 
Cary, N.C., a suburb of Raleigh, 
to face a number one seed in the 
New Mexico Lobos. The Lobos 
advanced to the semifinal match 
after defeating California 1-0 in 
overtime. New Mexico is 17-1-3 
on the year and 6-1-3 in overtime 
contests. Clemson comes into the 
match with a 15-5-3 record and a 
10-1-2 mark in their last 13. 
New Mexico is led by senior 
forward Jeff Rowland. He is the 
leading scorer of both New Mexico 
and the Mountain Pacific Soccer 
Federation. Rowland has 29 points 
on 13 goals and three assists. 
The game is scheduled to start 
at 6 p.m. and will be televised by 
ESPNU. 
Champs Sports Bowl announces 
Tiger-Buffalo matchup in Orlando 
Clemson will travel to face Big 12 
opponent Colorado in Orlando on Dec. 
27 at 5p.m. in the Citrus Bowl. 
A%«* 
ZACK MAULDIN 
Sports Layout Editor 
Weeks of speculation came to an end Sunday, 
when final destinations were announced for all 
56 bowl-bound teams in the NCAA. 
Despite the hopes that their Tigers would play 
in the Peach Bowl in Atlanta, Clemson faith- 
ful were told that their squad would be in the 
Champs Sports Bowl on Dec. 27 in Orlando, 
Fla., against the Colorado Buffaloes. 
"We had our choice of several outstanding 
teams, but we felt this was the most appeal- 
ing match-up," Florida Citrus Sports Selection 
Committee Chairman Dick Rivera said. "In 
Clemson, we are getting a team that is coming 
off a solid season - including three impressive 
wins to close the season. In Colorado, we are 
getting the Big 12's North Division champion 
and a team that has national television appeal." 
Florida State's victory against Virginia Tech 
in the first-ever ACC Championship Game, 
coupled with Georgia's SEC Championship win 
over LSU, took Clemson down a notch in the 
conference's bowl selection but did not dampen 
the enthusiasm in Tigertown. 
"Our players have been looking forward to 
returning to a bowl game," Clemson head coach 
Tommy Bowden said. "And what better city 
than Orlando? We were in this bowl in 2002 and 
it is a first-class bowl in every respect." 
The bowl, which was called the Tangerine 
Bowl from 2001-2003, in 2002 saw the Tigers 
get battered and bruised by the Texas Tech Red 
Raiders, 55-15. Many consider that game the 
toughest beating taken by quarterback Charlie 
Whitehurst in his four-year Clemson career. 
Whitehurst   expects   to   make   his   40th 
PHOTO COUmSY CLEMSON SB 
OL' BALL COACH: Clemson head coach Tommy Bowden addresses the media in Orlando earlier this 
week during the Champs Sports Bowl Media Luncheon. 
career start against Colorado, despite having 
arthroscopic surgery on his shoulder only a week 
ago. The Buffaloes are led by senior quarterback 
Joel Klatt, who has played 39 career games. 
Clemson will head into the game on a three- 
game winning streak that included a three- 
touchdown victory over ACC Champion Florida 
State and a 13-9 win on the road against arch 
rival South Carolina, led by head coach Steve 
Spurrier. 
The Buffaloes, on the other hand, are headed 
to Orlando on a three-game losing skid. The 
Buffs have been outscored 100-6 in their last 
two games — a 70-3 thrashing at the hands of 
the Rose Bowl-bound Texas Longhorns in the 
Big 12 title game last Saturday and a 30-3 loss 
to Nebraska. 
There has been much speculation this week 
as to the status of Colorado head coach Gary 
Barnett. The Denver Post reported Wednesday 
that Barnett will not be retained as coach, but 
Barnett told ESPN.com that he had not talked to 
athletic director Mike Bohn about the situation, 
and Bohn called the Post's report "speculation." 
The two teams are similar in many ways 
in addition to having senior leadership at the 
quarterback position. Both teams have seven 
wins, but the Buffaloes have one extra loss from 
playing in the Big 12 Championship. Also, both 
teams have lost to Miami and beat Texas A&M 
this season. The Buffs dropped a 23-3 decision 
to the Hurricanes the week after Miami's 36-30 
triple-overtime win over Clemson. Colorado 
whipped the Aggies 41-20 in October, while the 
Tigers opened the season with a 25-24 last-sec- 
ond win at home against them. 
The only other time Clemson and Colorado 
met on the gridiron, the Buffaloes won 27-21 in 
the 1957 Orange Bowl. 
Kickoff for the Champs Sports Bowl is sched- 
uled for 5 p.m. on Dec. 27 at the Citrus Bowl in 
Orlando. 
"STUMS igSOHllLii 
FRIDAY 12/9 
Men's Soccer vs. New Mexi- 
co — College Cup Final Four 
— Cary, N.C. —6:30 p.m. 
Men's Basketball vs. East 
Tennessee St. — Clemson, 
S.C. — 7 p.m. 
SATURDAY 12/10 
No Clemson teams will be in 
action. 
SUNDAY 12/11 
Women's Basketball vs. San 
Diego — Clemson, S.C. 
— 2 p.m. 
(STMllriira'TP^ 
• Two-time American League 
MVP Frank Thomas was not 
offered salary arbitration by 
his long-time team, the Chicago 
White Sox. 
The 37 year-old Thomas, who 
has been hampered by injuries 
for the last two seasons, has 
seen his production drastically 
drop off. This past season he 
batted .219 with 12 home runs 
and 26 RBIs in just 34 games. 
Thomas is a five-time career All 
Star who hit 448 home runs and 
drove in 1,465 runs in his 15 
year career. He also has a .307 
career average. 
• The Atlanta Braves have seen 
two of their young stars depart 
over the last few days in short- 
stop Rafael Furcal and catcher 
Johnny Estrada. Furcal was a 
free agent who opted to sign 
a three-year 39 million dollar 
contract with the Los Angeles 
Dodgers. Using his excellent 
speed, Furcal swiped 46 bases 
and legged out 31 doubles and 
11 triples last season. Estrada 
made the NL All Star team in 
2004 when hit .314 with nine 
homers and 76 RBIs. 
• In the final week of the USA 
Today Coaches' Poll, each 
coach's ballot was made public. 
Texas' Mack Brown voted USC 
number one and the Longhorns 
number two. USC head coach 
Pete Carroll is not among the 
voting coaches. 
Despite being defeated by in- 
state rival Clemson 13-9, South 
Carolina head coach Steve 
Spurrier ranked his Gamecocks 
21st and the Tigers 24th. 
Spurrier also voted BCS bowl 
bound team Notre Dame 14th 
overall. Arkansas' Houston Nutt 
apologized for "mistakenly" 
leaving 10-1 West Virginia off 
of his ballot. 
•A 101 year-old Edmonton 
woman, Lilian Hosking, 
received her birthday wish this 
week: to run her hands through 
the mullet of Edmonton Oilers 
forward Ryan Smyth. Smyth 
visited Hosking's retirement 
home one day after her birthday. 
She described the experience as 
the best birthday of her life. 
wmmimmmmmmm 
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Men's hoopsters win 
over 'Cocks, Terriers 
Tigers take a 19-point victory over 
South Carolina on Saturday, then win 
by only two against Wofford Tuesday. 
ROY WELSH 
Staff Writer 
On Saturday afternoon, the Clemson men's 
basketball team delivered their most impres- 
sive victory of the season when they defeated 
South Carolina by an 82-63 score. The Tigers 
blew open a close game with a 24-7 run over an 
eight-minute stretch in the second half, giving 
themselves their second consecutive victory 
over the Gamecocks. The victory improved the 
Tigers' record to 6-0, while the loss sent the 
Gamecocks to 5-2 on the year. 
Clemson had strong offensive production, 
which stemmed from tough defensive play and 
strong rebounding. The Tigers out-rebounded 
the Gamecocks 47-34. On the defensive side of 
the ball, Clemson held Carolina to 41.7 percent 
from the field in the second period. Carolina 
was also plagued by offensive mishaps — the 
Tigers scored 26 points off 20 Gamecock turn- 
overs. 
Perhaps the most impressive Clemson stat 
was that the Tigers only turned the ball over 
11 times. Clemson was plagued by turnovers 
throughout all of last season, and they managed 
to keep turnovers from hurting them Saturday. 
While Clemson head coach Oliver Purnell will 
surely stress improvement to his squad, the 
Tigers seem to have gotten better at taking care 
of the basketball. 
Renaldo Balkman led Carolina with 15 
points but was heckled by the Clemson student 
body throughout the entire game. Gamecock 
frustrations ultimately led to a scuffle between 
Balkman and Clemson freshman Julius Powell 
with the two battling for position under the bas- 
ket. Carolina's Ousmane Konate was ejected 
from the game when he left the bench during 
the tussle. 
The Gamecocks had a spark early in the 
second half, tying the game at 47 before the 
Tigers went on a 13-2 run that put the game out 
of reach for good. 
Gamecock head coach Dave Odom was 
clearly miffed at his team's performance, 
particularly with their inability to rebound. "I 
don't know that I've ever been in a game where 
our opponent had as many offensive rebounds 
as we had defensive (rebounds)," Odom said. 
"That's nothing short of unacceptable by any- 
one's standards. When you give the other team 
22 more shots than you get, there's the game." 
Sophomore James Mays led a balanced 
Clemson attack with 19 points. Mays also 
grabbed seven rebounds on the day. Junior 
point guard Vernon Hamilton scored 16 points, 
and senior guard Shawan Robinson added 12 
points. The Tigers also received good per- 
formances from true freshmen K.C. Rivers 
and Julius Powell, who added seven and five 
points, respectively. 
After improving throughout last season, 
a sense of optimism surrounds this Clemson 
team, which could become contagious with a 
team that still has many young players. 
"Everybody had energy," Mays said after the 
game. "The sky's the limit for this team." 
Vernon Hamilton seemed to agree with 
his teammate and seemed to indicate that 
Saturday's win would later be looked at as 
a quality win when pairings for the NCAA 
tournament are made. "I definitely think that 
this win will be looked at, especially with the 
margin we were able to win by," Hamilton said. 
It seems that this year's Clemson team will be 
satisfied with nothing less than an NCAA tour- 
nament birth, which would be the school's first 
since the 1997-1998 season. 
On Tuesday night, the Tigers avoided an 
upset from Wofford College defeating the 
Terriers 62-60. Wofford had a chance to win the 
game at the buzzer, but Tyler Berg's potential 
game-winning three-point shot hit the back of 
the rim, sealing the win for Clemson. 
Shawan Robinson led the Tigers with 17 
points. Vernon Hamilton had a big night, 
contributing 12 points, five rebounds, six 
steals and two assists. Akin Akingbala led all 
rebounders with eight. 
The Tigers return to action tonight, when 
they host East Tennessee State at Littlejohn 
Coliseum. Tip-off is set for 7 p.m. 
BEN SHANNON plu.lo editor 
FINGER ROLL: Senior guard Shawan Robinson takes the ball to the basket in the Tigers'82-63 
victory over South Carolina last Saturday. Clemson also defeated Wofford 62-60 on Tuesday. 
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A Tiger's Guide 
To Orlando, Fla. 
Things Clemsonfans must 
know for their trip to the 
Champs Sports Bowl. 
ERIC SPROTT 
Staff Writer 
In the days after Christmas, 
Orlando, Fla., will be inundated by 
thousands of orange-clad Clemson 
fans. Tiger fans are accustomed 
to invading cities such as Orlando 
as they travel like few other fans 
across the country to support their 
team during the bowl season. 
While the main attraction for the 
Tiger faithful is the Champ Sports 
Bowl against Colorado, the fans 
will find themselves with plenty to 
do while they visit Orlando. 
Orlando is quite possibly the enter- 
tainment capital of the Southeast, 
with 95 attractions listed by the 
Visitor's Bureau. Its crown jewels 
are Walt Disney World (which cov- 
ers 47 square miles) and Universal 
studios. Both feature state-of-the-art 
rides and amusements and are fun 
for all ages. 
For those who enjoy the nightlife, 
like many college students, there 
are plenty of options for entertain- 
ment. Downtown Orlando features 
a large number of restaurants, bars 
and pubs. With temperatures in the 
70s and 80s, even in December, you 
will be able to step out and enjoy the 
mild temperatures on decks, patios 
and tiki bars. 
One of the main downtown attrac- 
tions can be found on Church Street, 
where there is a three story building 
with a different bar or club on each 
level. Each bar is very different, and 
the rooftop bar, Latitudes, features 
an excellent view of the Orlando 
skyline. 
Also, if you go to Club Paris 
Orlando, you may find a celebrity 
or two. Paris Hilton, who helped 
design the club, makes visits twice 
a month. 
For music fans, there is also 
plenty of live entertainment to be 
had. While there are many local 
spots featuring live music every 
night, there is also a House of Blues 
located in Orlando. If Tiger fans 
stay in Orlando long enough, there 
are concerts scheduled from the 
28th through the 31st. 
For those who want get out and 
enjoy the ocean, Orlando is located 
only an hour east of the coast. Deep 
sea fishing, water-skiing, boating 
and surfing are all activities that 
fans can experience. With most of 
these activities not being seasonal 
in South Carolina again until June, 
Tiger fans may want to hit the beach 
during their stay. 
And for those who want to get out 
but don't enjoy the water, Orlando 
features 168 golf courses in the 
area. PGA legends Arnold Palmer, 
Jack Nicklaus, Greg Norman, Robert 
Trent Jones and Tom Watson have all 
designed courses in the area. 
While enjoying your stay in 
Orlando, don't forget to bring your 
tiger paw-stamped $2 bills. Help 
carry on this unique Clemson tradi- 
tion and make sure that Orlando 
knows the exact impact of the 
Clemson faithful. 
Come see us! 
Where/frCeyid^ yyveettxy-eat 
Breakfast and Lunch 
Monday-Friday 7:00-2:00 
Sunday lunch 1030 200 
2216 Old Greenville Highway (Hwy 88) 
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TigerStripe 
the Way to Pay 
iL Great Clips 
U^ for hair: 
501 Old Greenville Hwy 
864-654-1407 
snax & stax 
with Sergio Gilliam 
CARISSA DONGES 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Looking back on the season, do you have any favor- 
ite memories that stick out in your mind? 
Throughout the whole season, I guess being 
able to start in the games that I did. Throughout 
the whole season, I feel that we made progress and 
continued to get better. We came through with some 
great wins South Carolina and Florida State and we 
definitely finished strong. Also, just going out there 
and playing has made it a memorable season. 
Are you pleased with the Champs Bowl selection 
or were you hoping for the Peach Bowl like many 
Clemson fans? 
Being that we missed last year's bowl selection, 
I'm happy with our bowl game. After missing out 
last season because of what went down at the South 
Carolina game, I think it set a prime example. 
Some people had their mind set on the Peach Bowl 
because Atlanta is so easy for fans to get to, but our 
true fans will always support us no matter how far 
away or close our games are. I'm fine with going 
to Orlando for the bowl game. 
Colorado is coming off of two huge losses; do you 
feel that it will be an advantage or disadvantage to 
the Tigers? 
First, I look at it as an advantage because they're 
coming off of two big losses, and we're coming off 
of two big wins, even though we haven't practiced 
in a while. We have to get back to the fundamentals 
and get to playing. The only disadvantage would 
be that they just played last weekend so their still 
in football shape and everything, so we just need 
to get back to where we were. I don't feel like we 
should fall off or do any better, we just need to go 
out there and play our game, and we should do 
fine. 
What do you feel are Clemson's biggest strengths 
and weaknesses going against Colorado? 
Right now I don't feel like there will be any 
weaknesses because in our offense and defense and 
special teams, one of them is always clicking and 
motivating. As long as you have two out of three 
clicking, I feel like we can come out with the win. 
The offense has been putting points on the board, 
defense has been shutting out the opponents and 
special teams have been 
doing their job. I really 
don't feel like we have 
any weaknesses right 
now. 
What do you feel  is the  biggest threat from 
Colorado? 
Considering that we just now started back at 
practice and I haven't gotten a chance to watch 
much film, I couldn't really tell you what their 
biggest threats are. Everyone's been talking about 
the conference difference between Clemson and 
Colorado and how that may become a factor in the 
bowl game, but I feel like we've got great talent and 
so do they, so it really just matters about who goes 
out there and makes plays. 
Is the team doing anything different to prepare for 
the bowl game? 
I'm not sure what the coach's game plan is yet 
,but I feel like were just trying to carry out our 
same routine that we have been doing the whole 
season. I don't feel like our game plan has cost us 
anything big this season, it's just players executing 
and doing their assignment that hurt us. Were just 
going to keep our same game plan, study film and 
go out there and execute. 
How do you feel about the rumors circulating about 
Vic Koenning's possible departure from Clemson? 
Those are just rumors now. I heard about that 
maybe twice just from people mentioning it but I 
never really thought about it, so I couldn't really 
give any input on that. 
Is there anything you want to say to the fans? 
Go Tigers! We'll see you in Orlando, and if 
you're not down there then we'll bring you back a 
win from the Champs Sports Bowl. 
Is there anything that the average fan might not 
know about you, either personally or athletically? 
I don't really know what they know other than 
what's on my profile, but I guess I would say that I 
owe everything to God and my mother. My mother 
has gotten me to where I am today; she kept me on 
the straight and narrow path my whole life, and she 
has always wanted me to achieve at everything. I 
guess that's something some people may not know. 
The Simple Way Home 
©Wyndham 
^** "capital mortgage 
Do you like to run marathons? Do you like to climb mountains? 
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If you do, then a Mortgage Consultant position with Wyndham Capital 
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• Three Week Paid Training Program 
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Mortgage Banker in Charlotte! 
Interview NOW to be considered for the first training class of January 2006! 
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Clemson University is a football school. 
Students cut class to cram in line for tick- 
ets and later unite with the other eighty 
thousand orange-clad fans on Saturdays. 
With this deep love for the pigskin, it is 
only fitting that flag football was selected 
the Best Intramural Sport in the Best of 
Clemson edition. 
Being able to have a taste of what the 
student-athletes feel on the gridiron is 
probably what makes flag football so 
revered at Clemson. 
Complete with men's, women's and co- 
ed leagues, flag football has gotten even 
Intramural 
Sport 
FLAG 
FOOTBALL 
DANIEL TAYLOR 
Staff Writer 
better recently 
with expanded 
divisions and a 
64-team playoff. 
Competition 
is fierce, and 
teams even 
create shirts to 
immortalize their players forever in his- 
tory. 
There is rich pageantry for the annual 
Greek teams and those squads that seem 
to form every year like Worst Team Ever. 
Fans, coaches and mascots even decorate 
the sidelines. 
Humorous team names like Team 
Booze and the Angry Cripples keep games 
interesting. 
Also receiving votes was keg tossing, 
which is not a recognized intramural sport 
at Clemson but hopefully will be in the 
near future. 
Pizza Place 
MELLOW MUSHROOM 
DANIEL BLACKMON 
Staff Writer 
Mellow Mushroom has once 
again been voted the Best Pizza 
in Clemson by the student body. 
The Mellow Mushroom, who 
won this same award last year, 
defeated local favorites Todaro's 
and Peppino's to maintain its 
place at the top of the heap. 
Mellow Mushroom offers 
patrons a very unique dining 
experience ubiquitous with psy- 
chedelic imagery that sets it apart 
from the typical chain pizzerias 
and echoes the company's 1970s 
origins. This local restaurant has 
become synonymous with the 
Clemson experience, and the 
large house that accommodates 
the restaurant is easily identifi- 
able. 
The menu is laden with appeal- 
ing entrees that run the gamut from 
pizza to calzones and hoagies, to a 
typical salad. Their pizza pallet is 
exceptionally impressive, ranging 
from the delectable mighty meaty 
to the veggie for any herbivores 
that happen to have a hankering 
for pizza. 
Coach 
TOMMY BOWDEN 
ERIC SPROTT 
Staff Writer 
Head football coach Tommy 
Bowden's victory in the "Best 
Coach" poll should come as no 
surprise. In his seven seasons 
of coaching, he has compiled 
an impressive record of 51-32. 
Included in those victories are 
wins against nine Top 25 teams- 
including three this season in No. 
17 Texas A&M, No. 16 Florida 
State and No. 19 South Carolina. 
He has also defeated five 
national championship coaches 
in Phillip Fulmer of Tennessee, 
Larry Coker of Miami, his 
father Bobby Bowden (2003 and 
2005) of Florida State, and Steve 
Spurrier and Lou Holtz, (five 
times between 1999 and 2004) of 
South Carolina. 
Coach Bowden has gotten 
plenty of national recognition for 
his work with the Tigers. He has 
twice been named ACC Coach 
of the Year, joining legendary 
Clemson coaches Charley Pell 
and Frank Howard as Clemson's 
only two-time winners. 
In addition, he has guided the 
Tigers to bowl eligibility in each 
of seven seasons, with victories in 
the Humanitarian Bowl in 2001 
and the Peach Bowl in 2004. 
After a successful 7-4 season in 
which the Tigers lost four games 
by a total of 14 points, his Tigers 
are set to face Colorado in the 
Champ Sports Bowl on Dec. 27 
in Orlando, Fla. 
Their menu also includes pretzels. All of the 
pizzas, calzones and pretzels are made with 
Mellow Mushroom's hallmark spring water 
dough. 
Mellow Mushroom can be enjoyed elsewhere 
in South Carolina as well. There are currently 
five locations, the most recent of which is in 
downtown Greenville. 
The Best of Clemson 
BBQ Restaurant 
JUST MORE BARBECUE 
HOKE HILL 
Staff Writer 
The battle for the Best BBQ 
in Clemson was a close one 
this year, with Just More BBQ 
taking the victory. A margin 
of less than five percent of 
the votes separated first place 
from third, proving that there 
are several great choices when 
it comes to BBQ. 
So what makes Just More 
BBQ, located just outside 
of Pendleton, better than the 
competition of Mutt's and 
Mac's Drive-in? While all 
three have a great atmosphere 
for eating some delicious 
meat and sides, only Just 
More BBQ offers live music. 
It is not uncommon to go in on 
a weekend night to get a great 
set of ribs and vegetables and 
sit down for a few hours of 
local bluegrass music. 
The entertainment never 
disappoints, and the fellow 
patrons couldn't be nicer. It is 
nearly impossible to have din- 
ner without starting up a con- 
versation with a local about 
any topic ranging from the 
music playing to, of course, 
Clemson athletics. 
As for the food, there is 
a huge selection to choose 
from: pulled BBQ, ribs, 
chicken, hash and all the other 
items that make for an ideal 
BBQ meal. If you are looking 
for a great meal and a relaxing 
evening, then check out Just 
More BBQ to see why they 
are the Best of Clemson. 
To the 6,680 Clemson Students, Faculty, 
Staff, Alumni, Radio and Internet 
Audience of Clemson Soccer: 
Thank You for providing 
■UMA 
the best environment ever 
created at Historic Riggs Field 
89:21 or 39 seconds will always be special to our team and staff. 
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Mexican Restaurant 
MONTERREY 
KRISTEN MCKENNA 
Staff Writer 
When people decide to go out 
for Mexican food in Clemson, 
there's a good chance they are 
heading to Monterrey. For the third 
year in a row, Monterrey has been 
chosen as Clemson's Best Mexican 
Restaurant. 
The Clemson Monterrey, loca- 
tion off Hwy. 76 in the Clemson 
Shopping Center, opened in 1999 
and has been drawing people in 
since with their great food, prices 
and atmosphere. When you walk 
in the door it's all the chips and 
salsa you can eat plus enchiladas, 
tacos and burritos galore. And who 
doesn't love their cheese dip? 
At Monterrey the weekends 
start on Thursdays and with good 
reason — happy hour prices draw 
in the college crowd for the 34 oz. 
mugs of beer and giant margaritas. 
In fact, if you are on a budget, 
Monterrey is the place to go. 
Anyone can easily eat for under 
five dollars, and during happy 
hour, you can grab one of those 
margaritas for just $2.50. If you 
are on a college budget and want 
to go out to dinner for some great 
food and drinks, Monterrey is still 
the place to go for Mexican in 
Clemson. 
Sub Shop 
FIREHOUSE SUBS 
KRISTEN MCKENNA 
Staff Writer 
For the second consecu- 
tive year, Firehouse Subs 
has taken the top honor of 
being Clemson's Best Sub 
Shop. Having only opened its 
doors just about a year and a 
half ago, Firehouse Subs has 
quickly become the favorite for 
Clemson residents, beating out 
Subway, Beezer's and Jersey 
Mike's. 
Situated right in the middle 
of downtown, Firehouse Subs 
is convenient for everyone, 
whether you live on or off cam- 
pus. Stop in for one of their 
famous toasted subs or even get 
it cold — it is just a short walk 
from campus so you can ditch 
the dining hall and grab lunch 
with your friends. Or even bet- 
ter, stop in at dinner time since 
lunch can be the busiest time of 
day at Firehouse. 
By far, the most popular sub 
at Firehouse is the "Hook and 
Ladder," a toasted combination 
of smoked turkey breast and 
Virginia honey ham, smothered 
in Monterrey Jack cheese and 
served "fully involved" (mayo, 
lettuce, tomato, etc.). Another 
classic that many people enjoy 
is the "Oven Baked Meatball 
Sub." 
With so many sub shops that 
have popped up in Clemson in just 
the past few years creating much 
competition, you know Firehouse 
has to be good if it has won this 
category twice in a row.   General 
manager Melissa Knudsen appre- 
ciates all of the support from the 
Clemson community and has just 
one thing to say: "Thanks for feed- 
ing the fire!" 
The debate 
over the best 
cellular phone 
provider in 
Clemson turns 
out to not be 
much     of     a 
debate. Students overwhelm- 
ingly chose Verizon Wireless 
as Best of Clemson for phone 
providers. 
Verizon obtained more than 
half of the votes, leaving oppo- 
nents Cingular and Sprint in the 
dust. Verizon has constantly 
advertised having the top wire- 
less network, and the students 
of Clemson University seem 
to agree. Verizon offers sev- 
eral  great deals,  especially for 
Cell Phone Provider 
VERIZON WIRELESS 
HOKE HILL 
Staff Writer 
students who 
want to talk 
and talk cheap. 
All Verizon 
customers 
can call one 
another for 
free, and this is very good for 
students on a tight budget. 
Verizon also provides great 
quality in the Clemson area, and 
several Verizon stores are easily 
accessible to campus in case of a 
phone emergency, with locations 
in Seneca, Anderson and Easley. 
Overall, Clemson students 
want to award "America's 
Largest Network" with the rec- 
ognition of being the Best of 
Clemson. 
383 College Avenue 
Clemson SC 
(864) 653-4141 
Bahamas Party 
Cruise   $299 
Cancun  $559 
Acapulco $629 
Jamaica, Nassau, Panama City, Daytona From $179! 
Recognized 3 Times For Ethics! Campus Reps Needed! 
Spring3reakTravel.com 
1-800-678-6386 
Battle for 
charity 
ADAM STEINBERG Surprisingly,   the   highlight   of 
TimeOut Elf their set was a cover of the Incubus 
song "Summer Romance." 
Tiger Aid Around  10:30 p.m., Josh Jones 
hosted a    and Company took the stage. The band 
Battle  of the    played a tight and fun set of mostly acoustic 
Bands      com-    rock. Think Dashboard Confessional, only 
petition        this    better, 
past Saturday to        The band gave the highlight of the night 
benefit the victims    with their honest and powerful cover of Pink 
of Hurricane Katrina.     Floyd's "Another Brick in the Wall."   Josh 
ven bands performed    Jones and Company was easily this writer's 
The   Bad   Apple   in     pick for winner of the Battle of the Bands. 
s of winning an elec-        In the end, Centrifusion took home the 
uitar autographed by    title as winner of the TigerAid Battle of the 
from the Bonnaroo     Bands. 
Festival. Other bands that competed and should 
 
Se
at   
hope
tric g
bands 
Music  
Each   band   that   played     be noted for their time and performances 
had its own unique style and     are: Last Car in Alaska, Matt Bolt, St. James 
sound.  The  music  ranged   from     Band, Cutlas Gus and Barney's Jive Band. 
punk to acoustic mid-90s covers to jam 
band to pop. 
Meg Perry, President of TigerAid, said 
that the organization hoped to raise $1,000 
Second Hand kicked off the night with    to benefit hurricane victims. TigerAid held 
a rousing set of hard rock-and-roll. It was    raffles and collected donations throughout 
hard to deny their spirited performance, 
and the show began in fine fashion. 
A    few    bands    and    hours    later, 
Centifusion took the stage. This band 
is   clearly   from   the        P h i s h / 
Widespread Panic 
mold, and fans 
certainly liked 
what 
they 
heard. 
the night. The Bad Apple also helped by 
donating 15 percent of the night's proceeds, 
according to Perry. 
Perry also said that TigerAid chose to 
hold a Battle of the Bands benefit because 
it was the best idea to raise money, and the 
bands would also bring their fans to The 
Bad Apple to help donate. 
Last year, TigerAid raised $3,000 for 
tsunami victims, and they also built 
three homes in Thailand for victims. 
All in all, TigerAid provided a rare 
night of live music in-Clemson while 
also working to help out those 
hurt  by  Hurricane  Katrina.      _J 
Clemson could use more of 
these events. 
P*^ 
Top 5: 
Fantasy Gifts 
MICHAEL HUNLEY 
TimeOut's Gift (To the ladies) 
Every year I get the same things for 
Christmas: the latest seasons of "Seinfeld" on 
DVD, the latest edition of "Now That's What 
I Call Music!" and some sweater-vest that I 
would never wear. That is why I have concoct- 
ed my fantasy Christmas list, which consists 
of the Top Five Christmas gifts I would love to 
receive. Enjoy: 
1.) "March of the Penguins — The Video 
Game: When Penguins Attack:" Look out 
polar bears and evil leopard seals — these 
penguins are pissed off... and they know secret 
karate moves. Watch out as one of those ador- 
able baby penguins slaps you upside the head 
with his flipper. 
2.) The Mischa Barton Action Figure: Now 
with a special button that will briefly flash one 
of her nipples. Also, this is the first action figure 
to have the body of a No. 2 pencil (because, 
seriously, it looks like Mischa hasn't had a 
decent meal since the womb). 
3.)   The   New   North   Face 
Jacket/Bookbag: What looks like 
a  common,  preppy North  Face 
jacket is actually a jacket-bookbag 
combo — the jacket is a bookbag! 
I know, shut up! In the back of the 
jacket, there's an extra zipper you 
can store all your crap in and carry 
around. (Warning: May Cause Back 
Problems.) 
4.) "Gandhi!" The Original 
Broadway Cast CD: This 
is the   musical about the 
life of Gandhi  and his 
eventual downfall, thanks 
to   addiction   to   booze 
and prostitutes (not all of 
the story is very faithful). 
Includes the hit song "No 
Food For Me, I'm Starving 
to Make a Point." 
5.)    The    Booty-Dancin' 
Elmo Doll: Um ... no explana- 
tion needed. 
I    i 
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ON THE 
PROWL 
BY ORSON SWELLES 
To commemorate the annual 
Best of Clemson issue of the paper, 
I decided that On the Prowl needed 
to do its own "best of category. 
Have you ever gotten ready to 
ride the mattress express, only to 
be thwarted by a serious case of 
lover's block? 
One minute you are preparing to 
have a wild night exploring the life 
of a contortionist, and five minutes 
later you are stuck in a missionary 
position with nowhere to go. 
Here is a short list of the best 
positions for specific times. 
Best Position if Your Lovely 
Lady has a Fine Posterior — For 
this case, there is nothing better 
than reverse cowgirl. 
First of all, the guys don't have 
to do all that much work, but the 
enjoyment is still there. 
Secondly, this best accentuates 
a sexy rump, and it's always good 
to focus on the best parts of your 
partner during sex. 
Best Position for G-spot 
Handling — In the situation that 
your significant other has some 
trouble coming to a conclusion, 
go for the legs-back missionary 
position. 
This position is standard mis- 
sionary fare, except that the guy 
needs to be directly over top while 
the girl puts her legs back (if she 
can go behind her head, then all 
the better). 
In this way, you are at the 
feet angle to achieve 
maximum pen- 
etration, which 
will lead to an 
increased chance 
of finding the G- 
spot. 
Best        Position 
to   Lead   Into   a 
Dirtier   Sex   Life 
—   Nothing   is   a 
better     lead-in 
to   the   wilder 
positions     than 
doggy-style. 
I   think   this   is 
one of the most 
feared    positions 
to request for either 
sex. 
Women may 
enjoy    the    unique 
way it hits them, but a lot are 
afraid to try it because they think 
that it is sleazy. 
Guys are afraid to ask to try it 
for much the same reasons. But 
the bedroom is a place to ignore 
social commentary and just go for 
whatever feels right. 
If doggy-style is a way for guys 
to feel empowered and for women 
to experience pleasure, then why 
not satisfy both parties and get 
down on your knees. 
Best Position to Show Off that 
Gym Membership — The stand- 
ing and carrying position is very 
strenuous but when pulled off suc- 
cessfully will release the animalis- 
tic desires in any woman. 
This position is much like it 
sounds, with the woman basically 
jumping into the man's arms. He 
must hold her up as she pumps her 
legs to provide motion. The idea 
of a man supporting his woman's 
weight as they indulge in love 
making can be very romantic and 
will help the woman to feel safe 
with her guy. 
Best Position to Initiate Role- 
playing — The worst part about a 
lap dance is that the strippers are 
there to do a striptease. 
This means that apart from trou- 
ser grinding, there is no stimula- 
tion for the guy. Ladies, to really 
turn on your guy you can try out 
the lap dance position. 
To do this, have him sit in a 
comfy chair, and then sit on his 
lap facing him. You two will be 
extremely close, and this will 
heighten the excitement. By start- 
ing off teasing and pretending that 
you are a stripper, your man will 
start to get anxious. 
By satisfying his desire, he will 
be more than ready to do whatever 
you want. 
The best thing about a long 
relationship is that you and your 
partner will be comfortable around 
each other. Instead of thinking that 
your sex life will become boring, 
think of things that you would 
have never done in the early stages 
of your relationship. 
These positions are merely start- 
ing points for having the freaky sex 
life that you have always dreamed 
of but been afraid to discuss. 
Happy Holidays! 
TimeOut will return in January! 
Isaqueena Village Apartments 
"Enjoy the Tranquility" 
Now Leasing & Pre-Leasing 
Huge Two Bedroom Town homes (1050 sq.ft.) 
Prices starting from $560.00 
(Water, Sewer & Sanitation Included) 
If you are seeking a peaceful atmosphere with room to roam, 
Make Isaqueena Village your next home! 
For apartment information and directions 
(864) 654-6158 
i saqueena(a).nctv.com 
Chef's Corner: Holiday 
dinner and Santa treats 
AMANDA GURGANUS 
Staff Writer 
You survived Thanksgiving 
only gaining 10 pounds, and now 
it is time for Christmas. 
You have already been given 
party snack ideas and some extra 
side item suggestions, but now it's 
time for Christmas ideas. 
First, I would like to start with 
the ham. 
There are many ways to cook a 
ham, but my favorite way is with 
a unique type of glaze. This is 
extremely easy to fix, and in fact, 
all you need is brown sugar and 
mustard. 
The trick depends on how much 
ham you are cooking because you 
might need a lot of each ingredi- 
ent. 
You want to make sure that no 
matter how much you fix, you 
mix the same amount of the two. 
However much brown sugar you 
put in, put the exact same amount 
of mustard - and vice versa. 
To give you an idea of how 
much to mix, I usually use one 
cup of brown sugar and one cup 
of mustard for every one pound 
of ham. 
So multiply that by how many 
pounds of ham you are cook- 
ing, and put the desired amount 
of each into a mixing bowl and 
combine. 
To prepare the ham, find a bak- 
ing or casserole dish (whatever 
size it will fit in), and cover it 
with enough aluminum foil to 
wrap around and seal the ham. 
Rinse the ham off, and place it in 
the aluminum-foiled pan. 
Cut small slits a couple inches 
deep into the ham at approximate- 
ly one-inch intervals. 
Pour the glaze over the ham, 
making sure to get some glaze in 
all of the slits you made. 
The aluminum foil should catch 
all the extra juices. 
Now wrap the aluminum foil 
around the ham, join the edges 
and roll it over, sealing the dish. 
Cooking directions should be on 
the side of the ham, so follow 
those for what temperature to put 
it on and how long to cook it. 
And now you shall enjoy a 
scrumptious entree. 
Another one of my favorite 
dishes at Christmas is baked 
beans. 
This is a family recipe that I 
have not seen many people use, 
but I love it. 
You will need one pound of 
ground hamburger meat, one cup 
of ketchup, one teaspoon of vin- 
egar, one cup of onions (optional), 
two tablespoons of brown sugar 
and one large can of Pork & 
Beans. 
Mix all of these ingredients into 
a 9-by-13 pan, and bake for 30 
minutes at 400 degrees. 
A good drink to spice up a party 
or get-together is an easy mixture 
of sherbet and Ginger ale. 
Take your favorite flavor of 
sherbet, orange or lime, and scoop 
two liters of it into a punch bowl. 
Then pour two liters of ginger ale 
on top and serve. 
Replenish the ginger ale and 
sherbet as needed. This makes 
four liters of punch. 
There are many ways to vary 
this recipe, which is one of its 
good qualities. 
For example, replace one liter 
(one-half) of the ginger ale mix- 
ture with lemonade to add an extra 
punch. 
For dessert this holiday season, 
why not gingerbread cookies? 
You will need one-half cup of 
butter (softened), one-half cup of 
brown sugar, two-thirds cup of 
molasses, two eggs, four cups of 
all-purpose flour, one-half tea- 
spoon of baking soda, one-half 
teaspoon of salt (the baking soda 
and salt are not needed if you 
use self-rising flour), one-half 
teaspoon of ground allspice, one- 
half teaspoon of ground cloves, 
one-half teaspoon of ground cin- 
namon and one-half teaspoon of 
ground ginger. 
For the icing, you will need 
one pound of confectioners' 
sugar, one-half teaspoon of cream 
of tarter and three egg whites. 
Preheat the oven to 350 degrees. 
In a large bowl, cream together 
the butter and brown sugar until 
smooth. 
Stir in the molasses and eggs. 
Combine one and one-half cups 
of the flour, baking soda, salt, 
allspice, cloves, cinnamon and 
ginger; beat into the molasses 
mixture. 
Gradually stir in the remain- 
ing flour by hand to form a stiff 
dough. Divide the dough into two 
parts. 
On a lightly-floured surface, 
roll out the dough to one-eighth 
inch thickness. 
Cut into desired shapes using 
cookie cutters. Place cookies one 
inch apart on ungreased cookie 
sheets. 
Bake for eight to 10 minutes in 
the preheated oven. Allow cook- 
ies to cool on baking sheet for 
five minutes before removing to 
a wire rack to cool completely. 
In a medium bowl, sift together 
confectioners' sugar and cream 
of tartar. 
Blend in egg whites. Using an 
electric mixer on high speed, beat 
for about five minutes or until 
mixture is thick and stiff. 
Keep covered with a moist 
cloth until ready to frost cookies. 
(Thanks to Betty Crocker for this 
recipe.) 
Take care of servicing 
your car before 
Thanksgiving, 
right here in Clemson! 
FULL SERVICE OIL CHANGE: 
$25.99 WITH STUDENT ID 
• Change Oil (Havoline Motor Oil) 
• Change Oil Filter 
• Check Air Filter 
• Check Brake Fluid 
• Check & Fill Power Steering Fluid 
• Fill Winshield Washer Reservoir 
• Check & Fill Battery Fluid 
• Check Transmission Fluid 
• Check Differential Fluid 
• Lube Chassis 
• Check Wiper Blades 
• Check & Properly Inflate Tires 
• Vacuum Automobile Interior 
• Wash Windows 
Now Accepting TigerStripe! 
978 Tiger Blvd. • 654-5823 
M-F 8-5:30 • S 8-12 
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BestT 
Michael 
Place 
As a college student, one does not have the time to do everything he 
or she would like. One's not able to watch the complete first season of 
"Punky Brewster"on DVD or listen to the new Billy Bob Thornton CD 
"Hobo." One does definitely not have time to lie down on Bowman 
Field, bask in the rays of the sun and get a lovely tan. 
Thankfully, Clemson students are able to forget the long, arr' 
f attempting to get a nice, even tan in the sun becaus 
to The Bronze Tiger, which was voted the best tannin< 
n students. 
7e Tiger provides the very best in tanning ne< 
ts, and, best of all, they take Tiger Stri 
>r you pale W.A.S.P.s around campus to 
But if, for some reason or another, you're looking for an- 
Tan, which was picked as the second place 
College Ave., Suite 201, or drop by and visit Dr. 
^ place winner Talk and Tan's many locations in the L 
Best Bar 
Tyler Mills 
For many of-age college students at Clemson University, a weekend 
(and weekdays for those lucky business majors out there) usually 
involves an excursion down to College Avenue to partake in the 
imbibing of alcoholic beverages at one of the local bars. There are 
ny different e^^ishments to choose from,each offering 
"*hing uniquBpthe scene: the swank new 356, the delightfi 
r of TD's, thenndie"-ness of Nick's and the close-knit charr 
Change. But which bar do Clemson studei 
ver may not come as that much of a surp 
instay among the Clemson night spot<; 
student body to the Best of Clen 
nich is only fair; Tiger Town Tavern re 
, unique in the context of the other Clet... 
maybe a spacious interior and commemorative T-sh' 
dies on their 21 st birthday, but you have to look deei 
The Bronze Tiger is li 
reached via phone a 
ream Parlor 
e4,and can be 
It's the one bar that \ 
the dorky, the Greeks a 11 
people from all different 
together,celebrating ir 
fulfilling President Bark 
name of alcohol. And i 
Rounding outthelis 
ind the old, the cool and 
" rs; it's the place where 
_. backgrounds can come 
f being Clemson Tigers and 
a body of students united, all in the 
" about? 
i place and EssoClub 
rry's has been voted the best ic< 
e (within walking distance o 
_ction of ice cream. Ben and. 
ould want,ofte*~ ■ 
t is easy to j 
Clemson 
Iso has / 
%> 
\ 
establishment come to Cl°' 
The pick for second p!a 
House. It is a smalle 
good ice cream. You n 
apartment nearby),a 
once you get there,) 
ot least is Tiger Treats, comtnw 
h
 ^enter located in both Hen 
JS and made right here in Cle 
restaurant, as voted by the readi 
:ated behind the train statioi 
. 93, Calhoun Comers is a nice yi 
l
~->sy restaurant thi 
nds or significant others. The 
sefrom. Moreover, one 
K 
get there(ur 
JaUvH' 
/ 
i live in 
le high\ 
ice cool treat 
e. This > 
special dai W 
le Clemson 
. Hwy. 123, making it easy to find. It is 
ress up to go there or you will 
urant but only for 
i came in third place. T 
> eat, what with their I 
d it is much more feasible fo 
; in Anderson, making it a bit of a driv 
ps not so ordinary after all. 
^'voters suggested: Harcombe, China Wok, Ho< 
Id's. 
t Coffee Shop 
Stacy Brogan 
Once a Seattle inhabit 
title is deservingly granti 
grande-sized chain, peoj 
are willing to drive oi'+ 
delicious Starbucks li 
'ear's best coffee house 
ugh Starbucks is a 
g time a/id time again that they 
_i id pay'i/ver $64 per gallon for the 
gold. Stafbucks claimed this title by 
Best Drink 
Diane Irving 
In a college studei 
Thursday, Friday, Satu 
is that everyday there is a 
In a world where st1- 
one), it's refreshing to 
ring Java City (which came in second place) and Einstein Brother 
third). 
r investigate why this local Starbucks reign: 
, Abby Crumpton, a Clemson Starbucks ban 
the bomb."This statement must be true, as St 
■hx as Clemson's favorite caffeinated watering h. 
,i campus! 
tfst popular drinks that students purchase, Crumpton said, are 
e and caramel frap 
y, Wednesday, 
ion? The answer 
inity to d/ink beer, 
ty (thourgh not always number 
ms ryfi wild and gather your 
ds on your lefllLa beer on your right. This, by many, is 
idered the clo^pthing to heaven on earth. 
* world of Clemson University, it is no wonder that^>°' 
, 2 best drink of choice. Not only does this drink v 
ijefreshing taste, but also because it is the only d 
"out your alter ego, like the little kid in you who like; 
s (y^u might end up building the world's longest fii 
rjly drink that allows you to show up at Waffle Hous 
tavonte i luch simpler 
free wireless, cozy chair ~" 
sipping customers. It is 
charts as it is a great, spai 
consistent yet traditional' 
can conjure. 
From Venti peppermint ..«<.! i^ 
Starbucks has it all (even a grocery. 
ever,Crumptons pe.., 
olend. 
son Bi-Lo Starbucks offers 
k — all free for coffee- 
continues to top the favorite 
oft'ee house that offers 
ly f/offee compilation you 
e Americanos, the Clemson 
■\taKld   hcirailCQ  a\tt?\r\ir\*~\r\  I' 
they were in such a state of no 
The second place winnejLWi 
would be on this list. One 
cure their hangover is gla?. 
The third winner for bes 
tea, southern tradition thai 
non-alcoholic beverage th 
of beer pong. 
«,. ~ —  -J-. ._ I. i :   ••   i 
e wondering why it 
ft the only thing that ca n 
ts and after bed. 
te other than the wonderful sweet 
not too >)fweet. It is a perfect 
""/body after a long night 
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Shhh! I'm trying 
to hear the people 
Why do we go to the movies? 
Is it for entertainment, escapism, 
friendship or something else? 
This past weekend I had the 
pleasure of enjoying "Pride and 
Prejudice" at the theater. Some 
friends and I went out to eat 
beforehand and then went on to 
the showing after our delicious 
meal that consisted mostly of 
peanuts. 
In the theater, I was seated in 
the inner-most seat 
out of my com- 
panions, and I was 
about two seats 
away from two old 
women. 
The movie was 
simply enthrall- 
ing, and I was entranced by 
every moment of the romance 
between Elizabeth and Mr. Darcy. 
Occasionally, the two unknown 
women beside me would blurt out 
a sentence or two, either explain- 
ing the story to each other or com- 
menting on the characters. They 
were clearly immersed in the story 
unfolding on the screen. 
At first, I was shocked and 
annoyed that these women were 
being as bold as to speak loudly 
enough for me to hear them 
— didn't they know we were in 
a movie? Eventually, though, it 
was almost as if their comments 
became part of the movie. No lon- 
ger were these unrehearsed words 
alien, but they would now become 
part of my memory of "Pride and 
Prejudice." 
After the credits rolled, my 
friends and I began our usual post- 
movie discussion. We all agreed 
that the film was superb. One 
of my friends then commented, 
"Could you believe those women 
who kept talking?" My initial 
reaction was silent agreement, but 
then I began thinking about the 
women and their chit-chat. 
Talking in theaters today is 
regarded as the ultimate movie- 
going sin, but is it really so wrong? 
I know that many people today 
consider going to the theater a 
way to escape the everyday stress 
of life, and a theater provides a 
place where one can be sucked 
into a story and forget their trou- 
bles. Any disturbances created by 
people in the theater can certainly 
break one's movie-induced sense 
of dreaming and bring one back to 
the cold confines of reality. 
But is there any way that talk- 
ing in a theater could add to the 
movie-going experience? 
I have no clue what it was like 
ADAM 
STEINBERG 
TimeOut 
Layout Editor 
to go to the movies in The Golden 
Age of cinema (1940s), but for 
some reason, I just know that the 
audience had to do more than sit 
silently in a movie-induced trance. 
Movies were still a new experience 
to the people in these days, and 
films such as "Cinema Paradiso" 
tell me that part of watching a 
movie meant the audience inter- 
acting vocally with the film. 
It's not just laughing at a 
comedic moment 
that the audience 
did, but the whole 
group cried when 
the love interest 
survived or died, 
gasped when the 
hero faced grave 
danger and clapped when the lov- 
ers finally kissed. What could be 
wrong with sharing a beautiful 
cinematic moment with the until- 
this-moment stranger sitting next 
to you? 
Wouldn't it be enthralling to 
attend a film screening where the 
audience fed off its members and 
the movie itself? 
I'm not promoting random yell- 
ing at characters in the theater, but 
a little greater audience participa- 
tion might help make films more 
enjoyable. 
Is it at the point now where 
the only time we can feel free to 
express our silver screen induced 
emotions is during the annual 
Halloween screening of "The 
Rocky Horror Picture Show?" Is 
it possible that this film merely 
serves as a vehicle for the release 
of pent-up audience emotions? 
What is the difference between 
"Rocky Horror" and "Napoleon 
Dynamite?" The audience. 
I'm not sure when or how we 
became such isolationists at the 
movie theater, and I'm not even 
sure if it is a good change or a bad 
change. Perhaps it is just a reflec- 
tion of the times; we just want to 
go to the theater, enjoy our movie 
and popcorn and be left alone. 
But perhaps we have lost a great 
tradition from our past, and we just 
don't know what we are missing. 
Next time you go to the theater 
it will still be acceptable to sit 
silently and enjoy the movie, but 
let's try not to suppress our emo- 
tion at the theater. 
Yes, I encourage you to even 
talk if your soul demands it. 
What's the big deal? It's just a 
movie. 
Adam Steinberg is a senior major- 
ing in getting his money right. 
The Almond: Christmas 
off the Event Calendar 
JOE GILLIS 
Staff Writer 
LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM - 
What do Nelly, Sugar Ray and Drew 
Carey all have in common? They 
have all had their performances at 
Clemson University cancelled by 
Clemson Major Events. This win- 
ter, with student interest seemingly 
waning, Clemson Major Events is 
at it again. This time, it looks like 
Christmas is going to be off the 
calendar. 
"The truth is, Clemson students 
just aren't interested in Christmas. 
We tried to pick a holiday that would 
appeal to the college age range 
— but it appears we've failed again. 
So far we've only sold 12 tickets 
to Christmas," said director Marty 
Kern. "We sent dozens of e-mails to 
the entire student body every week, 
begging, pleading with them to buy 
tickets. But apparently Santa isn't a 
big draw anymore, with his limited 
sex appeal and the growing numbers 
of college kids who are starting to 
lose belief in him. Maybe the $3 stu- 
dent discount just wasn't enough." 
The student response to this 
announcement was as expected — 
nonexistent. It appears that Christmas 
just doesn't have much of a chance 
with Clemson students this year. 
Sophomore Katie Jones said, 
"I mean, none of my friends like 
Christmas, and I've got a sorority 
dinner that night. It does seem a little 
harsh to cancel Christmas though." 
Fellow sophomore Ronald Parker 
agreed. "Ever since I shot my eye 
out, I just haven't been that excited 
about Christmas," Ronald said. 
Efforts to revitalize student 
interest   in   Christmas   have   been 
largely futile. Clemson Major Events 
attempted to book the American 
Idol Impersonators Tour (featuring 
Kelsey McClarkson of Wichita), as 
well as the Dave Matthews cover Band 
but to no avail. 
"Honestly, for the first time, we're 
starting to wonder if we really have a 
grasp on what college students want 
to see," said Kern. "We are more 
than a little concerned. With events 
like Tigerama setting the standard for 
quality entertainment in Littlejohn, I 
just don't know where we're going 
wrong." 
(This article has been provided by 
the Almond, Clemson's most fas- 
tidious news source. If you liked this 
article, visit www.TheAlmond.com 
to read more. If you enjoy writing 
or web design and would like to 
join the Almond team, let us know at 
submissions@thealmond.com.) 
"OC" rocks indie scene 
MUSIC FROM THE OC MIX 5 
Wamer Bros. 
RELEASE: Out Now 
STACY BROGAN 
Staff Writer 
"The OC: Mix 5" is a fairly consis- 
tent Indie-alt-modern rock mix. Even 
though some may find this CD to be 
cliched, it deserves to be checked out. 
The Subways' "Rock & Roll 
Queen" starts the album, setting up 
a solid, sharp and enjoyable CD. 
This mix has a multitude of artists 
that are not "pop" but do have "pop" 
characteristics at times, as evident on 
the album. 
My favorite song on "The OC: Mix 
5" is the last track, called "Hide and 
Seek," by Imogen Heap. This song is 
multi-layered, eerie, atmospheric and 
just plain yummy. 
It makes me crave more of Heap's 
sound. The synthesized voice and ran- 
dom lyrics leave me breathless. Even 
if you do not check the whole CD out 
at least give this song a spin. 
No matter how popular the show is, 
this mix enables a wider group to have 
a starting block into more indie-rock 
artists, which many may not have had 
previous access to. 
For example, if you look at this 
album with a creative/learning 
approach rather than a sneer for sell- 
out indie artists, you may culminate 
appreciation for new artists. 
This mix eschews the conventional 
and sets its focus on out-of-kilter 
tunes. 
In addition to Heap, there is Kaiser 
Chefs clever Brit-Pop song "Na Na 
Na Na Naaah," which will leave you 
humming. 
Next is the standard 80s cover, and 
this time it's Alphaville's "Forever 
Young," covered by Youth Group. It 
is an enjoyable remake with a fresh 
new sound sure to have you reminisc- 
ing over the wonder years. 
Phantom Planet's "California" was 
remade as well, and several people lis- 
tening to this remake noted that they 
enjoyed the remake far more than the 
original. 
Phantom Planet tackled the theme 
song in a bit more laidback fashion, 
equaling a first-rate remake. 
Last, and highly deserving of men- 
tion, are Of Montreal and Stars. 
These two hip indie pop-rock 
bands emerge on this mix, and they 
instantly brought a smile to my face. 
Of Montreal's "Requiem for O.M.M." 
and Star's "Your Ex-Lover is Dead" 
are equally stunning. These songs, 
like Heap's, will leave you craving 
more from these artists. 
Ye Olde Sandwich Shoppe ft 
^\ downtowni Seimeca 
Because 
oted best 
lace to eat 
unch? years 
in a row by 
readers of the 
Daily Messenger/ 
Seneca Journal 
882-3006 
l~FRiTAPPiTIZER! 
!   Quesadillas, cheese fries, 
!   cheese sticks, chicken wings 
and much more! 
7A Really ^B^ 
Does Matter. 
We feature over 100 
Menu Items 
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"Harvest" freezes 
ICE HARVEST 
Focus Features 
RELEASE: Out Now 
EREKMAJKA 
Staff Writer 
False advertising is a crime, a 
crime for which the people who 
marketed "Ice Harvest" should be 
drawn and quartered. 
Based on all the previews that 
are out there, it was not unreason- 
able to expect a criminal caper 
full of comic hijinks. Sadly, there 
were very few shenanigans, and 
an even smaller number of these 
could be considered comic. 
All this wouldn't have been so 
bad if the criminal part held up its 
end of the bargain, but whoever 
told John Cusack that he should 
take a role like this deserves the 
same fate as the marketers. 
Let me explain something: I 
love John Cusack. It's because 
of his movies that people make 
top five lists, laugh when people 
say they want two dollars and 
get misty-eyed when I hear Peter 
Gabriel's "In Your Eyes," and I 
can understand why they wanted 
him for this. The main charac- 
ter is a milquetoast who seems 
overwhelmed by life but must 
rise to the occasion in the final 
15 minutes, which just happens 
to be how Cusack has made his 
millions. 
The problem is that he's always 
been put into these really quirky 
roles where we could laugh at his 
ineptitude; in "Ice Harvest," it 
just becomes depressing. 
The movie opens with mob 
lawyer Charlie Arglist (Cusack) 
talking about how he believes in 
the existence of a perfect crime 
and what it takes to pull it off. 
Unfortunately, this perfect crime 
takes place in about two seconds 
and the audience never really 
finds out what it is, except now 
we know that Charlie and his 
partner Vic (Billy Bob Thornton) 
are $2 million richer. 
This comes at the expense of 
Charlie's boss, a notorious gang- 
ster in Kansas. That's right, if you 
want to spice up a crime movie, 
put it in Kansas, where the men 
are men and the movie strippers 
are the only thing more depress- 
ing than the plot. Also, have it 
take place on Christmas Eve. 
What follows is a weak attempt 
at suspense and intrigue that also 
tries its hand at black humor 
with a few splashes of gratuitous 
violence. You come away with 
the feeling that if the director, 
Harold Ramis, who is known as 
an accomplished comedy direc- 
tor as well as a ghost-buster, had 
just committed to one direction or 
the other, he might have made a 
decent movie. 
If there was any one reason to 
go see this movie, it's Thornton, 
who is the only aspect of this film 
that juggled the dual nature of it 
really well. Not only is he the 
most depraved character, but at 
times he is downright hilarious. 
The scene where the partners 
are trying to dispose of "some- 
thing" is alone worth the two dol- 
lars it would cost to go see this 
movie at the Astro, which is what 
I would encourage someone to do 
if they really want to see the film. 
Just make sure that you are not 
expecting a lighthearted, discov- 
er-the-true-meaning-of-Christmas 
family film, or you will probably 
leave feeling a little sick to your 
stomach. 
The right attitude and expecta- 
tions could make this film worth- 
while, but mainly, it's the few 
moments that break through the 
mediocrity that justify a trip to 
the theater. 
' Worlds" script falters in end 
WAR OF THE WORLDS 
Paramount 
RELEASE; Out Now 
ADAM STEINBERG 
TimeOut Layout Editor 
Family, aliens and schmaltz are 
combined into a two-hour thrill ride 
that eventually bottoms out in "War 
of the Worlds." 
Tom Cruise plays the antihero Ray 
Ferrier (nice name), a disillusioned 
ex-husband who has been left with 
his teenage son Robbie and elemen- 
tary school daughter Rachel for the 
weekend. Dakota Fanning brings a 
quirkiness to her role as Rachel that 
just barely keeps from being over- 
the-top. 
No sooner are Ray and the kids 
together when violent lightning 
storms begin to strike the city. Thus, 
the alien invasion began, as did Ray's 
struggle to keep his family alive. 
While Ray's struggle for his fam- 
ily's survival keeps the film interest- 
ing, the real stars are the aliens and 
their three-legged attack ships. From 
the moment the alien ships rise from 
underground, they immediately strike 
a sense of real fear into the viewer. 
These ships are actually scary. The 
problem is that while these bearers 
of death were overwhelming in a 
state-of-the-art movie theater, they 
don't quite pack the same punch on 
a 30-inch television. 
"War of the Worlds" is still a fun 
movie to watch at home, but do not 
expect the same experience one had 
in the theater. Tom Cruise remains 
one of the better actors working 
today, despite his Scientology antics, 
and it is always a joy to view any 
Spielberg film. 
As for the DVD, the single disc 
edition was reviewed, and it was 
a bare-bones one at that. Only one 
special feature was included — a 
featurette on the designing of the 
aliens and their vehicles. 
There is a two-disc edition avail- 
able, which features numerous 
special features, that should appease 
anyone interested in the production of 
the film. This is actually commend- 
able, as Dreamworks has released the 
regular and special-edition DVDs of 
the film at the same time, providing 
fans with two options. 
Regardless, no one buys a DVD 
for the special features only, though, 
and "War of the Worlds" does not 
come close to being Spielberg's 
best film. 
Canada leads indie "Scene" 
BROKEN SOCIAL SCENE 
Broken Social Scene 
RELEASE: Out Now 
TYLER MILLS 
Assistant Graphics Editor 
I don't like giving five star reviews 
simply because they imply absolute 
perfection. Five stars are generally 
reserved for masterpieces like "Abbey 
Road," "Let It Bleed," "Slanted & 
Enchanted" and "Loveless" — and 
who's to say whether or not new 
releases will have the same kind of 
staying power that these works of art 
have attained? 
A rating of five stars means that, 
note for note, there's nothing that 
could have made this record any bet- 
ter. It means that years from now you 
can put it on, and it will still sound 
just as good as ever. Despite all of 
this, though, I can find no reason to 
deny the newest, self-titled LP by 
Broken Social Scene the rating which 
it deserves. 
It's a well-known fact now that 
for the past year or so, Canada has 
been producing better music than 
back here in the States (The Arcade 
Fire, Stars, Wolf Parade, etc.). Of all 
of these bands, though, none capture 
the spirit of indie music better than 
Toronto natives Broken Social Scene. 
With their previous and now-notable 
album "You Forgot It in People" in 
2002, the group achieved the recogni- 
tion that brought attention to both the 
band and Canada's new, rapidly bur- 
geoning music scene. And who better 
to lead the Canadian revolution than 
this 11-member collective? 
Well, three years, three near- 
breakups and six new members later, 
this super-indie group (containing 
members  from  Stars,  Metric,  Do 
Make Say Think, Leslie Feist and 
a host of others) has returned with 
its newest release, a 14-song col- 
lection of mini-symphonies buried 
beneath layers of lush distortion and 
sprawling melodies. I hesitate to call 
Broken Social Scene a band — they 
function more as a collective, coming 
in and out of the studio when they get 
a chance between duties with their 
other bands. Consequently, several 
tracks contain only certain members, 
giving each song a sound of its own 
without feeling disjointed; each track 
flows seamlessly into the next. 
The existential lyrics, stoner- 
induced song titles and wild experi- 
mentation might turn some people off 
of this album, but that willingness to 
be unique and defy the norm is what 
makes "Broken Social Scene" such 
a wonderful listen. It's a celebration 
of all things creative and a pleasant 
reminder about what makes indie 
rock so refreshingly original. 
The Robert J* Rutland Center for Ethics 
Announces the 5th Annual 
J.T. Barton Jr. Ethics Essay Competition 
Open to all Clemson University undergraduate AND graduate students 
$1,500 Graduate Student Award 
$1,500 Undergraduate Scholarship 
$1,000 Undergraduate Scholarship /g%j 
$500 Undergraduate Scholarship 
The deadline for submissions is 4:30 PM Friday, February 10,2006. 
vimmhuimimiiimmBimtimiimimmi 
"Should the government actively discourage 
the use of 'gas-guzzling' vehicles?" 
The J. T. Barton Jr. Ethics Essay Competition is linked to this year \ Presidential Colloquium topic, "Environments: Natural and Built. 
Essays must be typed (double-spaced) using a twelve-point font. The title page should include the author's name and contact information. Essays must not exceed 1,500 words 
(a word count should be included on the title page). Winners will be notified by March 1,2006. GRADUATE STUDENT SUBMISSIONS SHOULD INCLUDE THESE WORDS 
ON THE TITLE PAGE: GRADUATE STUDENT TRACK. Essays should be submitted in hard copy and electronic form on a diskette (or CD). Both copies should be delivered to 
the Department of Philosophy and Religion, 126 Hardin Hall. Early submissions, for example, during the fall semester, are welcome. 
Instructions and resource materials are available at the Rutland Center website:www.clemson.edu/caah/rutland (click on current/upcoming events). 
The Rutland Center is committed to Clemson University's academic integrity policy. 
For additional information send email queries to RutlandCenterdiclemson.edu 
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Best of Clemson: Facebook Group 
Michael Hunley 
Behold the power of Facebook.com. It has slowly but 
surely overtaken the Clemson campus. Not only is it the best 
way to relieve boredom in a mind-numbingly dull class but is 
has since become a verb ("Hey, baby, make sure you Facebook 
me tonight, okay?")^nd a Halloween costume (one person 
reportedly went around "poking" people and allowed anyone 
to write on her "wall"). 
One of the best things about Facebook is the ability 
to create a group and invite all your friends to join. There is 
an enormously wide variety of groups ranging from the 
"I Heart Mischa Barton" society to "People Who Hum the 
Mario Theme Song on Their Way to Class and Who Hum 
Faster When Late" to "People Who are Too Emo for 
Facebook" and even the people who believe that 
"Family Guy" is the greatest show, like, ever. 
But Clemson students voted and agreed that the best 
Facebook group is "Running Down the Hill is the 
Greatest Entrance in College Football." The group, 
which currently has 986 members, gives homage to that 
most sacred of sports rituals — the arrival of the Tigers 
during football games. College life (and Facebook) doesn't 
get any better than this. 
Best of ClemSonCBest Movie Theater \ 
Amanda Gurgamis \ K 
he Besjwlovje Tb^at%in the Clemson area is Starlight 14, 
II. it io ucoi uguauoc nui t 
ce stadium seating. It is 
cleatnnfith good'pycture quaw kand tt*erarmrests between the 
sefcts cWne upif ydu^reAsi|twig rrejtt t8"tK>at special someone. You 
can Snuggle close tbgefheMdf those horror thrijlers or occasional 
sappy i&rriance. The bbncei^ns are also greatxwitt^ good 
^frozen beverages. 
Coming in secon^5| e Astro in downtown Clemson. It is 
(it's only S2). The selection^ movies, 
^only have three theaters. Thfr^gest. 
the quality i 
up on tbj 
peoRlejn; 
Finally, cofrlKg inJhird jljlace is theWnstar 14. It is quite ^ 
clean and is also a «Afrun theater with a good movie selection. 
tance makes it a bad candi(Ja]Ptor a spanianepus^rno- 
With Christmas just around the/corner, what can you get for 
your ever-picky grandmother? She hated that George Foreman 
Grill you bought her two years ago, and you've yet to see her 
wear that J. Lo-ish track suit you got her last year. Why don't you 
go to Mr. Knickerbocker's and get her some nice Clemson 
memorabilia — she can't resist supporting her grandchild's 
college, now can she? 
That's why Mr. Knickerbocker's has been voted best gift 
shop by Clemson students, who find the store's devotion to 
everything Clemson to be truly divine. The store, located in 
downtown Clemson, first opened in April 1973 as a Men's 
Clothier, evolving over the years into what it is today -U the 
place to go for Clemson clothes and gifts. The store proudly 
states that it is the world's largest supplier of Clemson 
merchandise and gifts, and color catalogs are available as well 
One can also shop for their favorite Clemson souvenirs 
online at www.mrknickerbocker.com. 
Clemson shoppers voted Hallmark and The White Rabbit 
as the second and third best gift shops, respectively, with both 
located downtown too. And let us mention that some people 
also voted the beer section at Bi-Lo and eBay to be prime gift 
shops too. 
Mr. Knickerbocker's is located at 354 College Ave. and can 
reached by phone at 1-8^474-PAWS.  ~\/"" 
i be 
Best of Clemson ^Best PUSfce to Hook-up^ 
Brandon BilinskfcHL    , 
\ is so;*criowded 
the time?,^ell, tfyel-eader^H^rre Tiger^have soivea x \ 
problemlf^us. AppaVerttlflfie^library is the best pla^flfn 
campus to hook-up, beatir||%ut such stapJ&sJas the Bwranical 
Gardens, the amphitheatre and the 50-yarl line o^th^football 
field. m .   . 
It all makes p4^vi oano=       |iv«>i»>.>...«. i..v~p.»«».^ 
is the best pla|jej% h^k-upiJ^eTe are more than six Expansive 
floors in thislfl^ryHj^defro^fy^u and^ypur lover to escape 
to for intelUa**lanrl sexual 
^ffa
aLand l s^lj^jtetion. People 4re t0° busY 
their weekend to even nomtKhat in the next cubby o, 
people are sharing more rJan a Java City coffee. 
As far as the second ar^cl thirdjjlflce finishes, alff^ 
BotanicaL^Ljeris are^flercely gi^Wed. and t^earnfchitheater 
is tJ^^xaqtTenter of campus. ff^B^ventur^out To these 
varethe wrath of the campus 
or the orlFcourageous soul who said the top of the 
stad|jum'fcrane was the best place to hook-up, I salute you, 
oh feartesS^Bitual deviant. David Blaine called, and he said 
^.he is scared to attempt. 
Best of Clemson: Library 5th Floor 
Stacy Brogan 
tuaer     nave sptmen anu me ueai nuui m wieiioun a ^^ou^^ibrary is the fifth floor. According to the 2005 Best 
of Clemson poll, the students agreed that this floor is the place to be if yojrVe in the library. 
Clemson St d nts h  ok d th  b st floor in Cl mso 's4, 
3fTar
What makes this floor the best at Clemson's Library? Plenty! There is^ Java House always ready to brew some magical caffeine 
■ .   ■ ___■  -A I..    J'llJ 
your friends here on the fifth floor than you would downtown. The best part is you do not have to be 21 to attend this social gath- 
ering. All ages are welcome. So yes, you first-year students can chat wjih your fellow young buddies, sip some sweet Java and be 
among the plethora of books. ^t W -♦- 
The next time you visit the library, visit the fifth floor Hnb be amo>ig the Clemson folks who voted it their favorite 2005 library floor. 
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[STAFF  EDITORIAL] 
Good deeds mean Williams deserves clemency 
On Friday, Dec. 12, Kenneth Lee Boyd 
became the 1,000th man executed 
since the Supreme Court reinstated 
the death penalty in 1976. Because it 
marked such a significant milestone, Boyd's 
execution received increased attention from 
death penalty supporters, opponents and the 
media. Despite all its attention, Boyd's case 
has quickly been supplanted in the media 
coverage by an even higher profile case, that 
of California gangster Tookie Williams. 
Stanley Tookie Williams is scheduled to 
be executed in California by lethal injection 
on Dec. 13. Convicted of four cold-blooded 
murders and a co-founder of the Crips, Los 
Angeles' notorious street gang, Williams 
would appear to be the exact criminal law- 
makers had in mind when they created the 
death penalty. However, at some point dur- 
ing his prison time, he claims to have under- 
gone a transformation and now works to pre- 
vent the very gang violence he started. His 
pending execution has drawn attention from 
lawmakers, activists, celebrities and even 
Nobel Laureates. Governor Schwarzenegger 
was scheduled to review Williams' case on 
Thursday and decide whether or not to grant 
him clemency. 
Growing up, Williams' face was well- 
known at Juvenile Hall in the years before 
he co-founded the Crips with Raymond 
Washington in 1971. He then spent nearly 
a decade expanding the gang's power until 
he was convicted of four violent and cold 
blooded murders. He shot a convenience 
store clerk twice in the back and killed a 
Taiwanese family at the motel they ran dur- 
ing robberies that netted him little more than 
pocket change. Williams even admits he was 
cold and indifferent in his younger days but 
has never admitted to the murders. 
Williams' opponents point to his violent 
past and the devastating effects his gang 
has had on the nation as more than enough 
reason to execute him. Williams and his 
supporters say that Williams is a changed 
man, as evidenced by his efforts over the 
last decade to stem gang violence and deter 
young children from joining gangs. 
While spending time in solitary confine- 
ment, Williams says he began reading and 
educating himself. He read the Bible and 
then anything he could get his hands on. He 
says his studies forced him to explore why 
he made the choices he made and ultimately 
led him to reject his former self. 
Since then, he has worked to reach out 
to young people in an effort to stem the 
violence he helped to create. He wrote a 
series of children's books and later a book 
directed at older children. The books warned 
kids about the dangers of gangs and the pro- 
ceeds went to a charity. He has also spoken 
to groups and school assemblies over the 
phone. He even helped negotiate a peace 
between two New Jersey street gangs and 
has been nominated several times for the 
Nobel Peace Prize. 
The good he is now doing, argue 
Williams' supports, justifies his clemency. 
His opponents say his supposed rebirth is 
just an attempt to save his own life. 
This scenario clearly poses a great moral 
dilemma: Williams led a despicable life of 
crime with complete disregard for the value 
of human life but now appears to have dedi- 
cated his life to correcting the wrong he did. 
Should he be killed for his crimes 26 years 
ago — crimes that clearly justify the death 
penalty under California law — or should he 
be allowed to live so that he may continue to 
set right the wrong he began? 
This situation must be examined in the 
context in which it occurs. Whether the death 
penalty is right or wrong is not the issue at 
hand, only whether it should be applied to 
Tookie Williams. Executing him would send 
a strong message to criminals: Murder will 
not be tolerated, no matter how much good 
you may do. Reducing Williams' sentence to 
life in prison, though, may encourage others 
to work to atone for their crimes. 
Ultimately, in its current application, the 
death penalty is an imperfect instrument 
with inadequate solutions. Circumstances 
that get one person's sentence reduced 
oftentimes are not enough for the next per- 
son. People have been granted clemency for 
much less than Williams; recently a man 
was given clemency simply so he would not 
become the 1,000th person executed. 
In light of the circumstances, Williams 
should be granted clemency and allowed 
to continue his work from behind bars for 
the rest of his natural life. It's an imperfect 
solution that is quite fitting for an imperfect 
situation. 
The opinions expressed in this editorial are written by 
the opinions editor and represent the majority opinion 
of The Tiger editorial board. In representing the 
majority view, the staff editorials may not represent 
the individual view of any particular member. 
44 speaking OUtU 
Should Tookie Williams get clemency] ? 
"He should have the death 
penalty. It doesn't mat- 
ter how many books he 
writes." 
Jeremy Fuller 
biological sciences 
junior 
i 
\ 
r 
:z. H 
"Yes, I think so. Every- 
body deserves a second 
chance even though he did 
something horrible. If he's 
doing something positive 
now, then he should be 
rewarded." 
Shakeeta Feaster 
language and interna- 
tional health 
freshman 
"It's kind of the same 
thing whether you live or 
die." 
Erin Wooten 
biological sciences 
freshman 
"He can be really influ- 
ential if he speaks out 
because of his position. 
They can use him to their 
advantage if they know he 
is reformed. Either way he 
shouldn't be executed." 
Tiffany Washington 
civil engineerig 
freshman 
"I don't think grace should 
be given to those who 
won't admit to their wrong- 
doings." 
David Fisher 
English 
junior 
"I think he should because 
even though he did bad 
things, he should have 
the chance to turn his life 
around. People can use his 
experience from being on 
both sides. He can share his 
life as a bad way of living 
as an example." 
Salvador Jimenez 
architecture 
junior 
COMMENTARY 
Put thought into gifts 
A couple of weeks ago, I sat on 
my floor and attacked a canvas. 
It started out quietly, really. 
My roomies happened to walk in 
before it got ugly. 
"Oooh. What's that?" 
"It looks like an apple," my other 
roommate responded. 
"It is," I said, and they sat down on 
the floor with me. 
They asked about the 
apple, asked if I'd paint 
something for them, but 
then I began to fill in 
the rest of the canvas, 
rapidly applying strokes 
of brown and yellow, 
orange and white. They 
looked really sad after 
that. 
But I wasn't trying to upset anyone; 
cathartic painting had been my inten- 
tion from the start. It was freeing not 
to worry about satisfying a definition 
of a "good" painting, freeing to hang 
something on the wall that meant 
something to me and maybe only me. 
It really started from a live record- 
ing of a Bob Dylan song that had been 
on repeat at the time. In "Maggie's 
Farm" Dylan says, "everybody wants 
me to be just like them ... they say 
sing while you slave I just get bored." 
To me, the song applies not only to the 
pressures we feel from society but also 
the pressures we feel at our own hands 
— wanting to fit into acceptable defi- 
nitions, to conform. 
One of the pressures that has been 
weighing heavily on me recently is the 
pressure to participate in an extremely 
commercialized version of Christmas. 
Okay, I know this may sound like I'm 
just being a Grinch here but think 
about it for a second. 
Newspapers publish countdowns 
to Christmas. Fine, but most of these 
countdowns involve "shopping days" 
left until Dec. 25. In the past two 
weeks, I have probably seen on the 
television and heard on the radio at 
least 20 "Kay Jewelers" commercials. 
The pressure is on. We're told to buy 
and spend, but not just to buy and 
spend; we're told that brand names 
and certain gifts from specific 
stores are essential to communi- 
cating our love. 
My mouth just hung open the 
other day after I heard a radio 
commercial from Pier One. 
"Because it's not just the 
thought that counts." Are you seri- 
ous? 
On top of the pressure that we 
feel from advertis- 
ing, news anchors 
and other media 
outlets tell us that 
we're hurting the 
economy if we 
don't choose to 
participate in this 
commercial melee. 
Essentially we're 
bad citizens if we don't spend 
exorbitant amounts during the 
holiday season. 
I'm not against buying presents 
for other people, but when I do 
buy those presents, I want them 
to be gifts that are tangible rep- 
resentations of prior communica- 
tion with another individual. Gifts 
should not become an easy way 
to show love and affection, they 
should come from that love and 
affection. Maybe a diamond tennis 
bracelet does say, "I love you." 
However, I'm betting that gifts 
which attempt to skip the steps in- 
between, the thoughts, understand- 
ing and effort, end up feeling like 
what they really are, cheap (even 
if they are costly) representations 
of a lack of thought. 
Whether the "Maggie's Farm" 
that we choose to forsake is a style 
of painting, a way of behaving 
towards others or a buying pattern 
encouraged by the commercial 
world, it's important to examine 
our actions, to make sure there is 
significant, meaningful thought 
behind them and that those 
thoughts are our own. 
Caroline Stone is a senior major- 
ing in English. E-mail comments to 
letters@TheTigerNews.com. 
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Letters 
to the EDITOR 
"On the Prowl" reflects progres- 
sive college culture, challenges 
students to evaluate beliefs 
I disagree with Ms. Hudak's let- 
ter calling "On the Prowl" a disre- 
spectful and inappropriate article. 
She wonders, "What has our world 
come to when it is appropriate to 
talk about sex toys in a newspaper." 
I offer as an answer that the world 
has finally begun to wise up and 
grow up, shirking the outdated and 
regressive fear of our own bodies 
that "traditional" morality contains. 
Sex is becoming less and less one 
of those naughty things you sweep 
under the rug and repress until it 
turns into a debauchery bomb and 
explodes in scandal. Contrary to 
her, I would expect nothing less of a 
higher institution of learning than to 
reflect a growing world perspective 
of sexual progressiveness. College 
is supposed to be a bastion of free- 
thinking and open mindedness; a 
frontier of progressive movement 
and thought. The Bible Belt is 
notorious throughout the nation as 
a hive of prejudice and regressive 
perspective, but Clemson's running 
of "On the Prowl" in The Tiger 
counters this belief. Other universi- 
ties (I don't have to name names), 
which still hold Creationism as 
science and think sex needs to be 
purely used for conception have 
impeccable propriety but have defi- 
nite boundaries of thought. I don't 
pay Clemson the ransom that is out- 
of-state tuition to learn in that kind 
of environment. I want things like 
"On the Prowl" to test my beliefs 
and expose me to new ideas. 
Moreover, I appreciate "On the 
Prowl" for continuing to test the 
existing boundaries of sex with a 
mixture of satire in a respectful 
way. I do not consider the article 
to be tasteless in its approach to 
sex. I realize that it is above all a 
satire and shouldn't be taken as a 
manifesto. So, Mr. Orson Swelles, I 
salute you. 
Brett Ellis 
junior 
German 
Cross Canadian Ragweed and 
others create a more progressive, 
unique country sound 
Normally, I would not see the 
point in taking time to write a 
response to a review in the paper 
unless it was to an editorial. 
However, I think that last week's 
review of the Pat Green show by 
Diane Irving was so misplaced that 
I feel like I have to chime in. 
Ms. Irving praised the show 
for its blending of "pop-rockish" 
sounds with country. I wonder if 
she heard the actual comments on 
stage by Cross Canadian Ragweed 
that directly condemned the "pop- 
country crap" on the radio. Cross 
Canadian Ragweed is part of the 
"alternative" or "progressive" coun- 
try music scene that has emerged in 
Austin, Texas as a rejection of the 
overly commercialized and pop- 
ish sounds of Nashville. Pat Green 
really has emerged as the leader of 
that whole music scene, and bands 
such as Reckless Kelly and Cross 
Canadian Ragweed have also begun 
to enjoy similar popularity. 
I feel that if some background 
research was done before this 
review was written, then it would 
not come across as so quickly 
thrown together. Dierks Bentley 
was the only actual "Nashville 
product" who performed that night 
(and coincidentally, probably the 
least entertaining). 
Furthermore, please do not com- 
pare Cross Canadian Ragweed to 
Hootie and the Blowfish. I've lis- 
tened to Cross Canadian Ragweed 
over and over again, and I still fail 
to see how that comparison can be 
made. It is like comparing the bands 
Alabama and The Grateful Dead. 
Chuck Ivey 
senior 
history and political science 
Income tax punishes hard work, 
Fair Tax promotes it 
It's a shame that all too often 
common sense fails to find its way 
into the decisions made by our 
government. The lay person knows 
that someone who commits a crime 
should be punished, and that a 
person who works hard should be 
rewarded. Why, then, do we have 
a federal tax system designed to do 
just the opposite? 
Illegal activities, by nature, 
attempt to operate outside govern- 
ment radar. Billions of dollars 
that change hands every year are 
exempted from federal income taxa- 
tion because they are not visible 
to the system. And yet, those same 
dollars are allowed to be used to 
purchase legal goods and services 
with no federal tax liability. 
By contrast, the hard working 
men and women of this country 
who earn a legal living are subject 
to the full burden of our income tax 
system. In fact, if a person works 
an additional job or longer hours 
to try to make life better for his or 
her family, that person is taxed at 
an even higher level. In effect, the 
harder you work, the more you pay! 
It's long past time that Americans 
wake up and understand that it 
doesn't have to be this way. There 
is a better system. 
A national retail sales tax called 
the "Fair Tax" has been introduced 
as bills into the House (H.R. 25) 
and Senate (S. 25). This legislation 
proposes to eliminate the federal 
income tax entirely. Instead, there 
would be a federal sales tax on 
all new goods and services, and a 
monthly rebate for all basic needs 
items that would completely un-tax 
the poor. 
With a sales tax, all people who 
enjoy the blessing of living in this 
great nation would share the respon- 
sibility of funding it. Drug dealers 
and thieves who manage to evade 
law enforcement will at least pay 
tax on the items they purchase from 
their ill-gotten gains. Tax cheats 
who lie on their tax returns would 
finally have to pay their share. And, 
illegal immigrants working for cash 
under the table will no longer have 
a competitive advantage over our 
own citizens who uphold their civic 
responsibility of paying taxes. 
At the same time, honest, indus- 
trious citizens would not pay more 
for working more. In fact, the addi- 
tional revenue collected from those 
who don't currently pay their fair 
share of taxes would help to lower 
the burden on decent folks who 
work so hard to make the nation 
what it is. 
What's lacking now is just aware- 
ness and support. I'd like to encour- 
age people to look into the Fair Tax 
plan. Convince yourself that it a 
better system, voice your support, 
and get involved! For more infor- 
mation check out www.fairtax.org 
and the "The FairTax" book 
by Neal Boortz and Georgia 
Congressman John Linden 
JeffShuey 
Irmo, SC 
Letters to the editor 
should be no longer than 
400 words. Feedback from 
www.thetigernews.com 
may also be considered for 
publication. Submissions 
must include the author's 
name and phone number (or 
e-mail address) and optionally 
hometown, class and major. 
All submissions will be 
checked for authenticity 
and may be edited for 
clarity and grammar. Space 
considerations may result 
in submissions being 
held for later publication. 
THE TIGER reserves the 
right to print or edit all 
submissions. Send letters to 
our U.S. Mail address or e- 
mail them to letters@TheTige 
rNews.com. 
COMMENTARY 
Watch out, the family is coming to town 
You can't hide from them. 
You know they exist in the 
deepest, darkest corners 
of the family tree. They're there 
alright, lurking, smirking and just 
waiting for the Christmas season to 
emerge so they can wreak havoc on 
your holiday once again. They're 
the twelve family 
members you often 
wish you could dis- 
sociate from your 
family name. 
One sketchy uncle. 
Everyone has at least 
one. This is the guy 
who has a mustache 
and wears plaid flan- 
nel shirts and sunglasses, even at 
night. Naturally, your sketchy uncle 
has served some prison time in 
numerous states and is still wanted 
in others. Be glad there is just one 
of him. 
Two grandmas kissing (no, not 
each other). These are the elder 
ladies who just can't get enough 
sugar. Their arthritis is so bad they 
don't have the dexterity in their 
hands to pull your cheeks, so they 
just kiss and kiss until your face is 
so red from their lipstick it looks 
like you've been in a fight with a 
magic marker. 
Three Ivy League snobs. These 
are the cousins who got into the 
Harvards and Yales of the world 
who think they, not Jesus, are God's 
gift to mankind. They arrive at your 
house for the Christmas dinner with 
their noses so high that they have to 
duck when walking from room to 
room. Sure they have a high vocab- 
ulary, but no one ever gets to hear it 
because they are too good to talk to 
any other family members. 
Four redneck cousins. Quite the 
contrary to the prep school snobs. 
These are the cousins who brought 
the raccoon they ran over on the 
way to your house as their gift for 
the Christmas meal. These cousins 
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don't use silverware when they eat. 
But they make up for the dish count 
by using two glasses — one for 
their Christmas beer and the other 
for spitting their tobacco. 
Five babies screaming. Yes, 
they're cute, but don't they have 
an 'Off button somewhere? All 
the family mem- 
bers want to see 
the new babies, 
but they get so 
frightened from 
the sketchy uncle 
and grandmas 
trying to eat them 
as appetizers that 
they just scream. 
They're not crying —just scream- 
ing. 
Six aunts pinching. These are 
the future kissing grandmas, except 
they still have strength in their 
opposable thumbs. Their form of 
love is absolutely torturing your 
cheeks to the point where you can't 
even open your mouth due to pain. 
But hey, pain is love, right? 
Seven dogs barking. I have no 
qualms about bringing pets on fam- 
ily vacations, but just like little chil- 
dren, they need to be well-behaved. 
When the door bell is rung, dogs 
will bark and run throughout the 
house knocking over priceless pho- 
tos of the last family reunion and 
making the babies start screaming 
again. Heal boy, heal! 
Eight drunken in-laws. These 
people really get the best of every- 
one at Christmas. They don't want 
to be spending time with their in- 
laws any more than you want to be 
spending time with them, so to pass 
the torturous bonding, they drink. 
And once dinner is over, they get 
back to drinking your wine and 
leave their sloppiness for you to 
clean up. Seriously, either come 
with tact or don't come at all. 
Nine couples making out. Yes, 
young love is a beautiful thing and 
showing your affection for one 
another is great as well, but the 
entire family doesn't need to see 
how long of a tongue your sister's 
boyfriend has. While the living 
room is meant for family conversa- 
tion, all the furniture is taken up by 
teenagers sucking face in front of 
two dozen relatives. Certainly there 
are rooms with doors somewhere 
— find one. 
Ten toddlers toddling. Really, 
what is it that toddlers do? They 
can't walk. They just toddle. Being 
a toddler is sort of like being 20 
years old — you're in that in- 
between stage of no longer being 
a teenager, but not old enough for 
that adult beverage. Well, they are 
too old to be the cute baby but 
haven't yet graduated from the 
sippy cup. They are just there, tod- 
dling. 
Eleven parents bragging. Yes, 
Christmas is a time to share the 
triumphs of the past year, but let 
everyone have a chance at the floor. 
Don't be the parent who brags his 
or her third grade child got to lead 
the line to the cafeteria on the way 
to lunch for seven days straight. 
Talk about maybe winning a Nobel 
Prize, you know, something a little 
more noteworthy. 
Twelve relatives fighting. 
Sometimes the house is just too 
small to accommodate everyone. 
Fights break out between cousins 
of all ages. The rednecks and pricks 
are fighting over whether the televi- 
sion should be turned to Nascar or 
"Jeopardy," and the aunts are argu- 
ing over who cooks the best turkey. 
Ah yes, that's the holiday cheer! 
*Congratulations to all graduat- 
ing seniors! Best of luck in all that 
you do!* 
Damon Andrews is a sophomore in 
mechanical engineering. E-mail com- 
ments to letters@TheTigerNews.com. 
Traditional relationships not 
always the key to happiness 
While my love life has been a little lackluster 
this current semester, I have come to grips 
with the fact that not everyone needs a sig- 
nificant other to fully enjoy the seemingly endless joys 
and vices life has to offer. While it may be sad to many, 
I find more joy in commenting, counseling and break- 
ing up couples. The latter activity is only enacted when 
deemed necessary (when a friend abandons his or her 
doting attention of me for some cur- 
rent beau I openly dislike). It's not 
that I don't seek vainly attractive 
girls when hitting the social scene 
that's ruining my college career, it's 
just that I find it difficult to go out 
of my way to please someone other 
than myself (note: not a sexual 
reference). Seriously, for the most 
part, people down here take relationships a little too 
seriously: there's commitment in the South, and then 
there's commitment everywhere else. Nowhere else in 
my travels have I ever been so concerned with relation- 
ships. 
As a self-proclaimed pop-culture whore, I base my 
views of relationships on those glorified by the media. 
Approximately two years ago, I chose two couples 
that, in my opinion, exemplified the ideals I seek in 
a successful relationship: Brad Pitt/Jennifer Aniston 
and Nick Lachey/Jessica Simpson. Later, the solid and 
dynamic duo of Reese Witherspoon and Ryan Phillippe 
were added after finding their homebody persona quite 
endearing. Do I really need to state the obvious that 
the title of relationship guru need not be bestowed on 
me? Don't judge so fast because in today's Hollywood, 
where relationships take more twists and rums than 
an episode of Nip/Tuck, factors outside of the nucleus 
bring apparent power couples to their knees. 
While I don't blame anyone for the break-up of 
Jennifer Aniston and Brad Pitt, I was certainly surprised 
it occurred at all. If we read in only as far as the couple 
will let us — that travel leading to a long-distance rela- 
tionship and Pitt's accelerated paternal clock — then 
the grounds for their divorce is justified. Brad wanted 
children and Aniston wasn't quite ready with her post- 
"Friends" career beginning to bloom. Mr. Pitt, I don't 
blame you for jumping to Team Jolie as soon as your 
first marriage was a bust. Heck, for the former Mrs. 
Billy Bob Thornton, I wouldn't have blamed you if you 
did in fact cheat on Ms. Aniston while on the set of 
"Mr. and Mrs. Smith!" 
Nick and Jessica, on the other hand, were perfection 
in my utmost opinion. They were everything I would 
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hope to be with my bride-to-be in the distant future. 
Unfortunately, it looks as if I was dreaming of disaster 
this whole time. These two pop stars never took them- 
selves too seriously, and ultimately, that's all I really 
want. While many believe this couple was scripted 
from the beginning, the truth is that it was the same 
people that built them up that tore them down in the 
end. It's extremely sad for me because I really believe 
what they had was true love. In each other, 
they each had someone who loved them for 
who they were and never let anyone define 
the parameters of a perfect marriage. 
I'm one-for-three when it comes to my 
ideal Hollywood couples. I had vowed that 
I would never marry if these couples did 
not work out in the end. However, while 
I do anticipate the possibility of marrying 
someday, I could just as easily see myself single for 
the remainder of my life, and there's not a thing wrong 
with that. Actually, this is how I describe to friends how 
I envision my future: A single entertainment lawyer liv- 
ing in a rather large city such as Chicago or in a para- 
dise such as Laguna Beach. I will have two, possibly 
three adopted children named Quinten and Eva. My life 
will be prosperous, vain and filled with the love I seek. 
This scenario is a pretty decent dream to me and I 
understand that others, the majority, still seek a com- 
mitted relationship with the hopes of marriage and 
a family in the possibly not-so-distant future. Many 
people seek the type of family life presented on shows 
such as "7th Heaven" and "The Cosby Show;" while 
this is indeed a terrific dream to many, has anyone 
stopped to think for one moment that life quite possibly 
can be defined outside of a relationship recognized by 
the law? 
I've stated it in the past and find it pertinent to state 
again: Convenience and relationships rarely, if ever, 
enter the same sentence. It is with that thought in mind 
that I cannot afford to enter into a relationship at this 
point in my life, and I truly wouldn't be surprised if I 
never make that commitment. Compromising time and 
values is part of human nature to many of the college- 
goers these days, but never could I love the perfection 
I see in the mirror daily if anything were to change. 
Marilyn Monroe once said, "I'd rather be unhappy 
alone than unhappy with someone." So don't make the 
mistake of thinking I don't have any options, being 
single is a choice, and I choose to be happier than you! 
Milli Jacobs is a junior majoring in economics. E-mail 
comments to letters@TheTigerNews.com. 
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Time for new school reform 
The American educational 
system is quite a tricky 
beast to tackle. Many, if not 
most, Americans would like to see 
it reformed, but there is much less 
agreement about what that reformed 
system should look like. President 
Bush's No Child Left Behind Act 
was one attempt to impose more 
accountability on schools and 
teachers but at the cost of added 
bureaucracy and increased standard- 
ized testing. Other experiments 
have involved voucher 
systems and magnet 
schools. 
For every potential 
solution, though, there 
is an entrenched interest 
working to maintain the 
status-quo. Teachers' 
Unions don't want per- 
formance-based pay. School admin- 
istrators fear that magnet or special 
schools will draw away their best 
students. Parents whose children 
attend public schools worry that 
vouchers will further drain funding 
from their local school districts. 
These examples are generalized, 
of course, but reflect some of the 
broad problems that stall education 
reform in our nation. Like any good 
governmental system, our education- 
al system has granted certain people 
privileges and those people are natu- 
rally reluctant to give those up. To 
further complicate matters, the ben- 
efits of educational reform are not 
felt for many years. We could set up 
the perfect educational system today 
and not feel the full effects until 
today's first graders are well into 
their careers. This long time-horizon 
makes it difficult for politicians to 
invest their own political capital in 
endeavors that won't be completed 
during their time in office. 
The benefits, though, are clear. 
Ireland invested heavily in its educa- 
tional system and it has now quietly 
emerged as a technology and busi- 
ness leader. We should not necessar- 
ily copy Ireland's system — it still 
reflects some of the welfare society 
entrenched on the Continent — but 
it shows that education can be made 
a political priority and investment in 
it does in fact pay off. 
America actually has a special 
advantage over many other leading 
nations. Our society's rich entre- 
preneurial tradition is a tremendous 
resource that can be employed to aid 
and even drive educational reform. 
Instead of attempting to microman- 
age a vastly complex system from 
Washington, our government can 
instead offer the right incentives and 
in large part sit back and let indi- 
viduals' ingenuity take over. 
Reform can begin by creating 
competition among schools. This 
can easily be done in cities, where 
the vast majority of Americans live 
anyway, by simply doubling the 
size of school 
district and 
allowing the 
two schools 
already there 
to compete 
with one 
another for the 
students in that 
enlarged district. The best school 
in each district would get a large 
bonus. That bonus would be distrib- 
uted among the head administrator 
and the best teachers — the residual 
claimants — and the rest re-invested 
back into the school at their discre- 
tion. They could keep all the money 
if they wanted, but then their school 
would suffer and they would be less 
likely to get the bonus the next year. 
There would also be special 
seed money available that could be 
invested in starting new schools, but 
the individual in charge of doling 
out the money would get a stake in 
the success of the new school he 
funds. That way the money will only 
be invested in schools with the most 
potential. 
Finally, schools would be judged 
on what actually counts — results, 
not standardized test scores. The 
results could be retention rates or 
gainful employment and college 
enrollment after high school gradu- 
ation. These could be changed as 
desired with the objective being to 
proxy the school's ability to meet 
society's needs. 
This solution certainly needs to be 
expanded upon, but such an incen- 
tive-based approach would provide 
students and parents with a choice, 
allow the best teachers and adminis- 
trators to be rewarded and structure 
schools to fill the needs of society. 
Brian Eyink is a senior majoring 
in economics. E-mail comments to 
letters@TheTigerNews.com. 
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A note from the editors: 
Over the weekend, a Clemson student took his own life. 
Traditionally, The Tiger has published an article any time a member of the 
Clemson family has passedliway. We have done so out of respect for and in 
celebration of the deceased, and as an acknowledgement that any time one of 
our number passes, we all should stop and understand that this chain called 
Clemson University is a link shorter. 
But we also understand that any time someone takes his own life, we must 
consider first the feelings of those who are left behind. Under such circum- 
stances, our sense of tradition must be tempered with consideration for those 
who are dealing with circumstances beyond our understanding. 
Therefore, The Tiger will not publish articles about students who take their 
own lives unless they do so on campus, and in a public fashion, or unless other 
members of the Clemson student body are materially affected by their actions. 
In all other instances, we will consider such actions to be private matters and 
will not publish any article except at the request of the student's family. 
from the EDITOR'S desk 
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In Chief 
There's no denying that the 
British have a unique brand 
of comedy. Almost everyone 
has heard of Monty Python — the 
talented group from the 70's and 
80's that put out such movies as 
"The Meaning of Life" and "The 
Holy Grail," in addition to the 
highly-successful BBC show. "The 
Holy Grail" is now a Tony-win- 
ning musical on Broadway. Rowan 
Atkinson, before he became Mr. 
Bean or Johnny English, graced the 
airwaves with his genius comedy 
"Blackadder." His Christmas special 
was recently named one of the best 
Christmas movies of all time by 
Entertainment weekly. 
Whereas American comedy can 
often be boiled down to a half-hour 
of vicious one-liners, the British 
have a deft appreciation of the silly 
and awkward. Americans could 
hardly imagine, let alone produce, 
a show where the protagonist says 
nothing but his name; however, 
"Mr. Bean" is not only beloved in 
its native England but is very well 
known here in the states as well. So, 
if Americans love the British humor 
we get exposed to, then why aren't 
we exposed to it more? 
Recently, some of the BBC's 
most successful shows have been 
"Americanized." It really all started 
with Saturday Night Live, which 
was hosted for the first season by 
Python alumnus Eric Idle. The ill- 
fated "Coupling" and "The Office" 
(now in its second season on 
NBC), have both been adapted to 
be shown on this side of the pond. 
Some of you may have heard about 
the phenomenon that "The Office" 
was in Britain. Imagine a show that 
perfectly captured how much work 
sucks but put it in a humorous light 
and infused it with a lot of heart. 
The American version, while very 
funny, just isn't the same. This begs 
the question: Why can't we see 
British shows on network televi- 
sion and not just BBC American 
and PBS at two in the morning? If 
you have a show that is successful, 
why change it for a new audience? 
Just send it over as-is and let us see 
the original product the way it was 
meant to be seen. As John Cleese 
himself once said, "Funny is the 
universal language." Actually, John 
Cleese never really said that, but it 
would have been perfect if he did. 
Are our cultures really that differ- 
ent that we have to take something 
that is good in one and alter it for 
the other? We don't think so. James 
Bond will always be the definition 
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of cool, the Beatles are timeless and 
the Harry Potter books sell millions 
of copies for a reason. 
The (British) comedian Eddie 
Izzard pointed out that when 
Americans do include British people 
in our own cinematic and television 
adventures, they're evil — take 
the Empire from "Star Wars" 
— made up entirely of Britons. 
Tim Curry is the quintessential bad 
guy ("It," "The Three Musketeers" 
and "Clue"). Jason Isaacs ("The 
Patriot") and Hugo Weaving (not 
technically from Great Britain, but 
he still has that accent) are evil Brits 
as well. 
In order to truly get to the bottom 
of this non-existent culture gap, we 
are going to do some investigative 
journalism from January through 
June in Glasgow, Scotland. That's 
correct; we'll be studying scotch 
in its natural environment whilst 
picking up cool slang and drinking 
all kinds of tea (Come on, the mere 
fact that we summarize British cul- 
ture as such shows we need more 
exposure.). We shall do our best to 
blend in and observe their culture, 
despite our American accents and 
perfect teeth. 
In fact, you shouldn't wait for 
us to report back in the fall about 
British culture. Go see for your- 
self. Everyone who we've talked 
to about going to Scotland has had 
one of two responses: 1) That they 
wished they'd gone, or 2) How 
much fun they had on their study 
abroad trip. Not a single person 
who we've talked to has had a bad 
enough experience on their study 
abroad trip that they wouldn't rec- 
ommend it. 
Clemson is a great place, and it 
was a big decision, deciding to go. 
We've made quite a few friends 
during our time here and some of 
them won't be waiting when we get 
back. It came down to the fact that 
you can't spend your life afraid of 
change; in fact, it may be best to 
embrace it, because even though 
things are good now, the only way 
to see what's out there is to go and 
do it. So even though we have defi- 
nitely enjoyed the time we've spent 
here and look forward to more (and 
I have been greatly honored to be 
the editor of The Tiger - Naylor), in 
the words of the great Briton Robert 
Plant, it's time to ramble on... 
Naylor Brownel! and Erek Majka are 
juniors with only drops of Scotch in 
their blood ...for now. E-mail com- 
ments to letters@TheTigerNews.com. 
BRIEF PAWS 
Buenos Aires officials covered the city's 220 
foot tall obelisk with a gigantic pink condom 
to raise awareness about safe sex on World 
AIDS day. 
Canadian officials are testing a new device to 
prevent speeding. A GPS.system determines 
the speed limit, and the gas pedal becomes 
harder to push as the driver exceeds it. 
In an effort to curtail global climate pollution, 
British scientists have found a way to reduce 
cow flatulance by up to 70percent. It's a good 
thing that pressing problem has been solved. 
Washington University in St. Louis, Mo. 
recognized President Barker with its 
Distinguished Alumni Award. Barker received 
his Master s degree from the school. 
With a fourth straight win over USC in 
football, our men s soccer team in the Final 
Four and an undefeated men s basketball 
team, now is a great time to be a Tiger fan! 
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